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Abstract

The present thesis deals with design, modeling and testing of novel switch-
ing valves for an emerging class of variable displacement fluid power ma-
chines i.e. digital pump/motors also referred to as Digital Displacement
Machines (DDMs)1. DDMs use several parallel configured pistons, each con-
nected to a high- and low-pressure manifold through two electronically con-
trolled switching valves. By controlling the switching sequence of the valves,
each piston may be reconfigured on a stroke by stroke basis to perform mo-
toring or pumping strokes, or the cylinder may be disabled by keeping the
low-pressure valve open throughout the cycle also referred to as idling. This
enables an effective method for controlling the displacement which may lead
to a breakthrough in the achievable efficiency of variable displacement fluid
power machines, especially at low displacement ratios.

Combining the improvement of efficiency with well-known benefits of
hydraulics, such as high power density, robust operation and rugged design,
digital pumps/motors are attractive candidates for several applications incl.
hybrid vehicles, wind turbines, wave energy converters, mobile hydraulics
etc. Depending on the application, different requirements exist to the elec-
tronically controlled valves. The present work focuses solely on high-speed
applications where fast switching capability of the valves is essential.

The switching valves of digital pump/motors are key components and the
nature of DDM operation set tough requirements to the valves, especially for
high-speed applications. They must be fast switching to enable accurate and
efficient switching, they must have large flow areas to ensure low flow losses,
they must be electrically efficient and finally, they must endure billions of
switching cycles in several of the potential applications. The objectives being
multiple and conflicting make designing these valves relatively difficult and
on-the-shelf components fully meeting all requirements do not yet exist.

1Digital Displacement R© Technology is a registered trademark. In this thesis, the terms, digi-
tal displacement machines, digital pump/motors and digital hydraulic machines are used inter-
changeably.
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Abstract

The present research primarily revolves about two developed prototype
valves for DDMs. Both prototypes use actuator topologies relatively new to
hydraulics and certainly to the field of digital pump/motors. A model based
optimization method is proposed for deriving a moving coil actuator for
digital pump/motor valves using a multi-objective optimization algorithm.
Evaluation of possible actuator candidates is carried out using several math-
ematical models representing a wide range of physical phenomena, to facili-
tate simulating a single digital displacement (DD) cylinder in operation. For
each candidate, static axi-symmetric electro-magnetic finite-element-analysis
(FEA) is initially carried out. Based on the results, parameters are derived for
a fast executable lumped model describing the electro-magnetic dynamics
of the moving coil actuator. The valve pressure drop and the induced axial
forces acting on the moving valve member as a function of flow are modeled
using lumped models with the coefficients derived from computational-fluid-
dynamics (CFD) analysis. The proposed optimization method is applied to
a 50 CC cylinder operating at 800 RPM and is shown capable of deriving
actuators ensuring fast and efficient switching of the valves.

Based on the most suited candidate, valve prototypes are designed, built
and rigorously tested to verify the simulated valve performance. The math-
ematical models used for virtual prototyping are compared against a series
of measurements generally proving the models sufficiently accurate. Mea-
surements show the valve to have switching times of 2-3.5 ms and a pressure
drop of approximately 0.5 bar at the peak flow rate of 125 l/min. A test rig is
built to test the valves in DD operation and to establish proof-of concept for
novel switching valve and actuator concepts. Using the test rig, DD motoring
and pumping operation at 100 bar and 800 RPM is accomplished. During
operation, the valve related losses are approximately 1% of the output power
demonstrating the developed prototype valve is a promising candidate for
efficient DD operation.

Due to the valves of DDMs being compact and integrated units, imple-
mentation of direct methods for measuring the displacement of the mov-
ing member is impractical. To this end, methods for indirectly observing
the valve movement based on the measurements of coil current and voltage
waveforms, are presented. One method is proposed for moving coil actuator
based valves in combination with an actuator parameter tracking scheme that
gives both accurate tracking of the movement and important information of
the health of the valve.

In collaboration with students, a moving magnet actuated valve have also
been developed using an optimization method much similar to the moving
coil actuator. Likewise, a valve prototype is designed, built and tested. Mea-
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Abstract

surements show the valve to have switching times around 6 ms and pressure
drops of only 0.2-0.3 bar at the peak flow rate of 125 l/min.

In summary, the proposed model based optimization method is demon-
strated capable of deriving optimal candidate valve designs satisfying the
strict performance requirements set forth by DDM applications. In particu-
lar, the research documented in this dissertation concludes that valves actu-
ated by moving coil and moving magnet principles are possible candidates
for high-speed DDMs. Future research regarding e.g. wear and reliability
will be of fundamental importance in order to mature the proposed valve
concepts further.
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Resumé

Den foreliggende afhandling handler om design, modellering og afprøvning
af ventiler til en ny klasse af hydrauliske maskiner med variabel fortrængn-
ing. Disse maskiner bliver oftest omtalt som Digital Displacement Machnies
(DDMs). En DDM bruger flere parallelt konfigurerede stempler, der hver er
forbundet til en højtryks- og lavtryksforsyning gennem to elektronisk styrede
ventiler. Ved at styre ventilens skifte sekvens kan hvert stempel konfigureres,
slag-for-slag, til at udføre motor- eller pumpeslag, eller cylinderen kan deak-
tiveres ved at holde lavtryksventilen åben igennem hele operationscyklussen,
også omtalt som idling. Dette muliggør en effektiv metode til styring af olie
fortrængningen, som kan føre til et gennembrud i den hidtil opnåelige effek-
tivitet med konventionelle hydraulik maskiner, særligt ved lav last.

Forbedringen i virkningsgrad tilsammen med de øvrige fordele ved hy-
draulik, såsom høj effektdensitet, robust drift og design, gør digitale pumper/
motorer attraktive kandidater til flere applikationer, blandt andet hybrid-
biler, vindmøller, bølgeenergiomformere og mobilhydraulik. Afhængigt af
applikationen findes der forskellige krav til de elektronisk styrede ventiler.
Dette arbejde fokuserer udelukkende på højhastighedsapplikationer, hvor
det er afgørende at ventilerne er hurtigt skiftende. Ventilerne til digitale
pumper/motorer er nøglekomponenter, og naturen af driften stiller strenge
krav til ventilerne, særligt til højhastigheds applikationer. De skal være hur-
tigt skiftende for at muliggøre nøjagtig og effektiv omskiftning, de skal have
store strømningsområder for at sikre lave strømningstab, de skal være elek-
trisk effektive, og endelig skal de kunne udholde milliarder af skifte cyklusser
for flere af de foreslåede applikationer. Målene er flere og modstridende,
hvilket gør det relativt vanskeligt at designe disse ventiler, og kommercielt
tilgængelige komponenter, der fuldt ud opfylder alle krav, eksisterer endnu
ikke.

Den nuværende forskning drejer sig primært om to udviklede proto-
typeventiler til DDMs. Begge prototyper er baseret på aktuator topologier,
der er relativt nye i forhold til hydraulik og specielt i forhold til digitale
pumpe/motorer. I denne afhandling foreslås en optimeringsmetode til udled-
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Resumé

ning af en bevægelig-spole aktuator til DDM ventiler. Evaluering af mulige
design kandidater udføres ved hjælp af flere matematiske modeller, der re-
præsenterer en lang række fysiske fænomener, for at kunne simulere en
enkelt cylinder i drift. For hver design kandidat udføres statisk elektro-
magnetisk finite-element-analyse (FEA) først. Baseret på FEA resultaterne
er parametre afledt til brug i en hurtig eksekverbar analytisk model, der
beskriver den elektromagnetiske dynamik i den bevægelige-spole aktuator.
Ventilens tryksfald og de inducerede aksiale kræfter, som påvirker det be-
vægelige ventilelement pga. oile gennemstrømning, modelleres ved anven-
delse af analytiske modeller (med koefficienter baseret på numerisk fluiddy-
namisk simulering). Den foreslåede optimeringsmetode anvendes på en 50
CC cylinder, der arbejder ved 800 slag/min., og er vist til at udlede aktua-
torer, der sikrer hurtig og effektiv omskiftning af ventilerne.

På basis af den mest velegnede design kandidat, er ventilprototyper kon-
strueret, bygget og testet for at verificere den simulerede ydeevne og opførsel.
Målinger viser, at ventilen har skiftetider på 2-3,5 ms, et trykfald på ca. 0,5
bar ved maksimal olie flow på 125 l/min. En testopstilling er bygget til at
teste ventilerne i drift og demonstrere ventilenes egenskaber. Ved brug af
testopstillingen demonstreres digital-motor og pumpe operationscyklusser
ved 100 bar og 800 omdr./min. Under drift udgør tab relateret til ventilen ca.
1% af udgangseffekten.

Fordi ventilerne i DDM er kompakte of integrerede enheder, er det ofte
højest upraktisk at implementere direkte metoder til måling af forskydningen
af det bevægelige element. Til dette formål er metoder til indirekte at obser-
vere forskydningen baseret på målinger af aktuatorspolens strøm og spænd-
ing foreslået. En metode foreslås til DDM ventiler baseret på bevægelig-spole
aktuatorer, i kombination med en aktuator parameter estimationsmetode,
som muliggør både nøjagtig sporing af bevægelsen og vigtige oplysninger
om ventilens tilstand. De foreslåede metoder testes ved simulering og ved
brug af målte signaler.

I samarbejde med studerende, er en bevægelig-magnet aktueret ventil
også blevet udviklet ved hjælp af en optimeringsmetode, der minder meget
om metoden benyttet for den bevægelig-spole aktuator. På samme måde er
en ventilprototype designet, bygget og testet. Målinger viser, at ventilen har
skiftetider på 6 ms og trykfald på kun 0,2-0,3 bar ved maksimal strømning-
shastighed på 125 l/min.

Sammenfattende er et modelbaseret optimeringsproblem formuleret til
udledning af optimale ventil og aktuator design, der opfylder de strenge krav
til ydeevne, der er gældende ved DDM applikationer. Derudover er det vist,
at ventiler aktiveret ved bevægelig-spole- og bevægelig-magnet-principper er
mulige kandidater til hurtiggående digitale hydrauliske fortrængnings mask-
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iner. I den videre forskning vil det være af afgørende betydning at undersøge
for f.eks. slid og pålidelighed for de foreslåede ventilkoncepter for at forbedre
disse yderligere.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The thesis’ main objective is exploring, designing and testing of novel valve
concepts for an emerging class of variable displacement fluid power machin-
ery, namely Digital Displacement Machines (DDMs), often also referred to as
digital hydraulic pumps/motors. The potential of such a machine is great
as it enables a breakthrough in the previously achievable efficiency of fluid
power machinery. The applications are many and are still being explored.
This chapter gives an introduction to the working principles of a Digital Dis-
placement Machine, an overview of its development and valve candidates.
Finally, the research objectives and the main contributions are outlined.

1.1 Fundamentals of Digital Displacement Machines

This section gives a brief introduction to the fundamental principles and ad-
vantages of DDMs. As most common conventional variable displacement
fluid power machines operating at high pressures, DDMs employ recipro-
cating pistons connected to a main shaft through an eccentric, crankshaft or
similar. The fundamental difference between DDMs and conventional fluid
power machinery is that the connections to the high- and low-pressure man-
ifolds are controlled by electronic valves opposed to being defined by the
port-plate or camshaft geometries. This enables adjusting the timing of the
valve switchings to obtain the maximum power output and efficiency under
all operating conditions and more importantly, it enables a new, efficient and
novel method for varying the machine displacement. The hydraulic layout of
a DDM is illustrated in Figure 1.1.

By controlling the low-pressure valve (LPV) and high-pressure valve (HPV)
accordingly to the motion of the piston each cylinder may be reconfigured —
on a stroke-by-stroke basis — to perform motoring, pumping or idling op-
eration cycles as illustrated in Figure 1.2. During idling strokes the LPV is

3
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Fig. 1.1: Hydraulic layout of a DDM with normally opened check-valves.
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Fig. 1.2: Motoring, pumping and idling operation cycles.

kept open throughout the revolution resulting in a net displacement of zero
and very low losses. This is an effective method of lowering the machine dis-
placement since the machine losses in this case scales close to linearly with
the number of active pistons [90]. This enables maintaining high efficiencies
even at low displacement ratios where conventional fluid power machinery
typically suffer [54], as can be seen from Figure 1.3 comparing the efficiency
and losses of variable displacement fluid power machines.

State-of-the-art DDMs all rely on radially configured pistons as it offers
the following advantages: friction losses are reduced since the sliding sur-
faces are located close to the shaft center where the surface velocity is low, the
valves are furthest from the shaft leaving enough space for big valves with
sufficiently large flow capacities and finally, the radial configurations per-
mits multiple modules, or cylinder banks, to be placed side-by-side along the
same shaft (often referred to as layer cake assembly). The latter permits rela-
tively simple (and unconstrained) scaling of the machine power by using the
appropriate number of modules and furthermore, radial loads on the main
shaft bearings can be reduced by radially offsetting the eccentric of the indi-
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Fig. 1.3: "Comparison of measured efficiency of an automotive scale 175 kW DDM against the
more developed Bent-axis and Swash-plate variable displacement type pump topologies, based
on graphs published in [90]. The revolution speed is 1500 RPM." This figure is also shown in
Paper G.

vidual modules and strategically selecting which cylinders should perform
active strokes. Figure 1.4 shows pictures, taken from [2], of a state-of-the-art
12-piston 96 CC/rev Digital Displacement (DD) pump capable of operating
at speeds and pressure up to 1800 RPMs and 350 bar (machine power ap-
proximately 100 kW), respectively. The pump made it market appearance in
September 2015 and is the first and so far only commercially available pump
based on DD technology [2]. As indicated in the figure, the machine casing is
filled with oil which serves as low-pressure supply for the valves. The valves
are situated directly above the pistons and only one valve body per cylinder
is explicitly seen in the figure and only the low pressure bore is visible from
the cut-away. Since the machine only is intended for pumping, only an active
LPV is required since the task of the HPV in this case can be achieved using a
passive check-valve (elaborated later in this introduction, cf. Section 1.3). The
passive HPV is not directly visible, but it could be embedded into the LPV
body for achieving a compact design. Such a LPV design has been patented
in [36] and is revisited in Section 1.3.

The electronically controlled valves are key components and the nature
of DD operation sets tough requirements both with respect to performance,
efficiency and durability. For several of the proposed applications the valves
are to endure billions of switching cycles, each involving rapid deceleration
on impact at the extreme positions and loads from the cyclic pressure of the
chamber. Furthermore, the valves must have large flow passages to ensure
low flow losses, especially the LPV is important for maintaining high effi-
ciencies at low displacements. The valves should be fast to allow for accurate
execution of the valve switchings and to the amount of flow conducted with
semi-opened valves. And finally, the valves must be electrically efficient in
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Fig. 1.4: Pictures taken from [2] showing the Artemis E-dyn 96 digital displacement pump.

order to maintain high efficiency and minimize the demands to the associated
power electronics. On the shelf valves fully satisfying these requirements do
not yet exist and therefore further research and development is needed to
make a commercial breakthrough more viable. The work presented in this
thesis’ is aimed as a modest contribution to this purpose.

Terminology

Digital pump/motors are part of the digital fluid power branch based on
hydraulics and part of the sub-branch based on parallel connected systems
[45]. Digital fluid power is characterized by that discrete valued components
are used to control the machine [45]. This is indeed the case as both the
switching valves are discrete valued components which are used to control
the machine displacement in discrete levels.

1.2 Development of Digital Displacement Machines

The following gives an overview of the research and development carried
out with respect to digital fluid power pump/motor concepts. First, focus is
turned towards the activities in industry and then academia.

The DD concept was conceived in the 1980s by a research team at Edin-
burgh University, which led to the founding of Artemis Intelligent Power Ltd.
(AIP) in 1994 [69], which has developed and refined the DD technology ever
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1.2. Development of Digital Displacement Machines

since. AIP has applied their revolutionary variable displacement technology
to a wide range of different applications incl. wind turbine drive trains, com-
mercial vehicles, wave energy recovery devices and excavators demonstrating
the remarkable potential of the technology [3, 5]. In 2010 AIP was acquired
by Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MHI) with the main purpose of developing
large scale hydro-static transmission systems for wind turbines [56].

Over the years, AIP has been involved with a number of highly reputable
industry partners. In 2006, Bosch Rexroth overtook (from automotive com-
ponents company Dana which became involved with AIP in 1999) licensing
for the AIP technology for on-road vehicles but they have still not used the
technology in any commercial products [69]. In May 2008, AIP demonstrated
the DD technology deployed in a BMW 530i with up to 50% reduction in fuel
consumption [1, 90]. Since the late 90’s, AIP has been involved with Sauer
Danfoss (today, Danfoss Power Solutions) in exploiting the technology for
off-road vehicles and mobile equipment [69]. In [95] the new possibilities
of using DDMs are outlined and experimental results show 25% decrease
in fuel consumption compared to traditional hydrostatic transmissions even
with using energy storage systems. But again, in spite of promising results,
no products based on the technology have been introduced to the market. A
more detailed walk-through of the developments done by AIP, based on pub-
lished research, patents and engineering judgment, is given in [72] published
in September 2014.

Since then, AIP have published their progress on a retrofittable hydraulic
hybrid system for a city bus using a DDM and a hydraulic accumulator for
storage of kinetic energy [89]. Based on validated models the system is pre-
dicted capable of reducing the fuel consumption by up to 27%. Also, earlier
this year, AIP announced they are to test an alternative traction system for
diesel powered rail vehicles comprising a diesel engine powering the men-
tioned E-dyn 96 CC pump which supplies axle-mounted DD motors [4]. The
traction system also features energy storage enabling recapturing parts of
the energy otherwise lost during braking. Tests are to commence Decem-
ber 2017 [80]. Finally, AIP and Quoceant (a marine energy and technol-
ogy consultancy [68]) have been working towards using DD technology in
the Pelamis wave energy converter power take-off. Lately, the duo were
granted funds for carrying out full scale demonstration (power scales into
the megawatt range) on a test-rig [98]. Commenting on the grant, the man-
aging director of AIP, Dr. Niall Caldwell reports "We believe our system is
a fundamental advance in capturing the mechanical power generated by renewable
sources" and continues "We have combined the established advantages of hydraulic
power – controlling tremendous forces in harsh environments at comparatively low
cost – with the latest in smart digital control, to enable dramatic improvements in
efficiency and controllability of wave energy devices" [4].
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One of the key application areas of DDMs is the power take-off in re-
newable energies and especially wind turbines. As early as in 1984, Stephen
published his paper [81] on the unseen possibilities fluid power can unlock,
when used properly in wind turbines. He pointed many of the benefits of us-
ing a hydro-static transmission system out, such as mechanical decoupling of
the rotor and generator, weight reduction and energy storage with high speed
interface. He also points out that better fluid power machines are needed to
achieve higher efficiencies making hydraulics viable for wind and has pur-
sued realizing such machines (with AIP) since. In 2013 MHI announced plans
for a 7 MW turbine with a first-of-it’s-kind digital hydro-static transmission
system [67]. In February 2015, MHI commenced testing at the SSE Hunter-
son test facility in Scotland [57, 58]. The transmission system is based on a
large 7 MW slow-rotating digital pump connected to the main rotor shaft,
and two fast-rotating 3.5 MW digital motors, each connected to synchronous
generators running at 1000 RPM, however no experimental results have been
published. Later the same year, MHI also erected a floating wind-turbine in
Yukoshima, also with a digital hydrostatic transmission, but again, no results
are published [18]. For more information on the 7MW transmission system,
see [72, 82].

Besides the developments done in industry, or by private companies,
DDMs have been explored by a few research groups in academia. A team at
Purdue University has carried out research concerning digital pump/motor
concepts, as reported in [26, 27, 53–55]. A part of this research is focused
on partial displacement stroke operating strategies, such as Partial Flow Di-
verting (PFD) and Partial Flow Limiting (PFL). The PFD strategy is based
on only using part of the stroke actively which is obtained by exiting the
high-pressure state earlier (motoring) or entering the high-pressure state later
(pumping). The PFL strategy for obtaining partial displacement strokes is
based on deliberately cavitating the chamber during the down stroke which
has the potential to increase the efficiency further since flow losses are avoided
during chamber cavitation. Typically, cavitation is not provoked intentionally
and is considered an extremely undesired phenomenon in fluid power sys-
tems due to the harmful consequences of the abrupt collapse of formed air
bubbles. In addition to the possible complications associated with cavitation
of the chamber, this operation mode does not permit the use of traditional
check-valves for the LPV, as they would open passively due to the pressure
difference across the seat/poppet during cavitation. In [27] two-stage bi-
directional check-valves where explored for DDMs. The valve configuration
facilitates the necessary functionalities for carrying out the mentioned op-
erating strategies. Experimental results are presented and the authors con-
clude that both methods are promising for performing partial displacement
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Fig. 1.5: Illustration taken from [23] showing the valve configuration used for each piston in the
DHPMS prototype.

strokes. However, no information about efficiency is disclosed in [27]. The
bi-directional check-valves are revisited later in this introduction.

The same group have developed a DD test-setup based on a commercial
in-line three-piston check-valve plunger pump, fitted with commercial di-
rect solenoid actuated normally closed poppet valves, as reported in [26, 53].
The machine has a total displacement of 28.5 CC/rev, corresponding to peak
valve flow rates of 21 l/min at the maximum tested speed being 700 RPM.
The used valves were the Sun Hydraulics DTDAXCN switching valve which
according to the data sheet [87] has a pressure drop of 1.5 bar at 21 l/min
(38 l/min at 5 bar) and a typical switching time of 50 ms which is much too
slow for high-speed DDM operation. To improve the valve switching time
advanced boosting and reverse current techniques, developed in [6], are used
resulting in opening times of 8-10 ms and closing times of 16-20 ms (incl.
delay) [26]. At full displacement, 103 bar and 700 RPM efficiencies of 86-
89% were measured. The efficiency drops to 45-70% at 25 % displacement
ratio, dependent on the operating strategy used for achieving variable dis-
placement. The partial-stroke operating strategy PFL were found to be more
efficient than the PFD strategy partially as a result of using normally closed
valves [53].

Tampere University of Technology is currently also researching novel dig-
ital pump/motor concepts. The group has done substantial work on a Digital
Hydraulic Power Management System (DHPMS), as reported in [20–23,44,46,
88]. A DHPMS system is basically a digital pump/motor with multiple in-
dependently controlled outlets. A second DHPMS prototype is introduced
in [23]. It is a six piston unit with five independent outlets, enabling dis-
placement control of two actuators leaving a residual outlet which can be
used for energy storage. For each piston, three commercial 3/3 directional
direct solenoid actuated control valves (Bosch Rexroth SEC type) are used in
combination with the original check-valves of the machine to ease filling from
tank (and a pressure relief valve for safety purposes), as shown in Figure 1.5.
Each cylinder has a geometrical displacement of 1.8 CC (were originally 5 CC,
but have been decreased to get better displacement resolution in the desired
flow operation range), and at the maximum test speed of 1000 RPM, this lead
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to peak flow rates of 5.7 l/min. At the peak flow rate, the pressure drop
of the retrofitted valves is 3.3 bar (according to data sheet [10]) correspond-
ing roughly to 2% of the maximum tested machine pressure span being 160
bar. The valves are poppet based making them leakage free which leads to
smaller parasitic losses and the possibility of efficient energy storage. Mea-
sured characteristics show efficiencies above 85%, but lower efficiencies at
high speeds, because of the flow rates and thereby the flow losses are greater.
The efficiency also decreases at lower pressures since the valve losses remain
constant as they are independent of the machine pressure span. Pumping
is more efficient than motoring since the DHPMS cannot take advantage of
the original check-valves during exhaust of low pressure oil (as the flow is
reversed). This means that all flow is conducted by the retrofitted valves dur-
ing motoring cycles, leading to larger throttling losses and lower efficiencies.
To achieve better efficiencies over the entire operation range, better valves
are needed with larger flow capacity, especially for high-speed, high power
DDMs. In [23] the electrical power consumption of the control valves is the
not included in the efficiency calculation, and the valve transition times are
not mentioned either. In previous work [46], the authors state that "The elec-
tric power consumption of the valves should be at maximum few percent of the maxi-
mum power of the pump in order to retain good efficiency" and in [88] the authors
report on a previous prototype digital unit that "the electrical losses decrease the
total efficiency significantly", partially since the valves require holding power.
The electrical power consumption of each valve in [23] is 30 W, according
the data sheet [10], constituting approximately 1% of the transferred power
of each piston at the highest tested speed and pressure (1000 RPM and 160
bar). And since three valves are used for each cylinder, the electrical losses
may be up to 3%. However, only one valve should be active at a time for
one cylinder, hence the valve losses should not increase significantly when
increasing the number of outlets. The dead volume, on the other hand, in-
creases significantly, especially when using commercial valves, leading to a
smaller power throughput as larger of the stroke is used for compression and
decompression. The larger dead volume does not necessarily lead to lower
efficiencies. In [32, 32] the DHPMS prototype is applied to directly control
a two-degree of freedom system showing a 40% energy savings compared
against conventional state-of-the-art systems.

Tampere University of Technology have since the early 2000s developed
fast switching valves to be used in digital flow control units etc. [33,47,48,93].
However, to the knowledge of the author, no valves have been developed
solely for the purpose of DDMs.

Also, recently Agder University has been active in the field of DDMs.
In [61, 62] the potential and the feasibility of digital hydraulic winch drive
systems are explored. The system is based on a digital hydrostatic trans-
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1.2. Development of Digital Displacement Machines

mission having a fast rotating pump and a slow rotating motor. The studies
concluded that DDMs are viable candidates for a hydro-static winch drive
with the main advantages being fast control and efficiency improvement.

Different digital (or discrete) pump/motor concepts, not relying on fast
switching electronically controlled valves for commutation, are also currently
being explored in academia [24,70,91]. In [70] a digital pump/motor concept
is studied which uses a two degree-of freedom pilot valve that rotates with
the rotation of the shaft and can be translated axially to perform pumping,
motoring or idling strokes (partial strokes are also possible). The rotary pilot
valve actuates a 3/2 main stage spool valve which handles the commutation
of the cylinder. No information about the flow vs. pressure characteristics for
the main stage valve have been disclosed. Based on pressure measurements,
the transition time of the main stage valve is estimated to be approximately 3
ms. The authors predict efficiencies of 85-95% displacement ratios above 0.5,
however due to excessive leakage across the main stage spool valve, the effi-
ciency was low (not directly mentioned). The proposed concept was proven
capable of varying the displacement (in both a discrete and continuous man-
ner) and the authors assess that non-electric digital pump/motors may be
favorable in some situations, as lots of electro-magnetic valves having tough
tasks are not required. Still, hydro-mechanical valve control mechanisms, as
presented in [70] do not offer completely free valve timing leading to notable
throttling losses under some operating conditions.

Aalborg University has been working with DDMs since 2010 and in 2011
the first experimental results were published on a 1-piston digital pump
equipped with a prototype direct solenoid actuated seat valve for the LPV
and a passive check valve for the HPV [73]. The most recent research is
focused on electromagnetic valve actuation systems [50], verification of fluid-
mechanical models [8], the reliability of fast switching on/off valves [9]1

closed loop control algorithms for system wide control [66] and modeling
of tribodynamics (lubrication, friction and leakage conditions) [29, 30]. The
mentioned Ph.D. thesis [72] is titled "Design and Optimization of Fast Switching
Valves for Large Scale Digital Hydraulic Motors" and, as the title suggests, it
tackles several of the same issues as this work. Figure 1.6 presents a dig-
ital displacement machine concept developed in [72]. As the earlier AIP
machines, the high pressure manifold enclosed the entire machine favoring
low flow losses, but also making the valves harder to access (more recent
developments use internal bores for both the high- and low-pressure mani-
fold [72, 78]). The suggested valves are of the annular seat type and actuated

1The paper presents an reliability analysis of the moving-coil actuated prototype valve devel-
oped in this work.
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Fig. 1.6: Illustrations taken from [72] showing the layout of a DDM concept.

by moving coil actuators and the linear piston motion is connected to the
rotating shaft using a polygon ring.

The research presented in [72] is primarily focused on modeling, design
and optimization. A sequential optimization method is presented which in-
volves a number of subroutines each dealing with different aspects and facets
of the valve design. The method is based on iterations and arriving at opti-
mal solutions appear difficult as the objectives are multiple and the interde-
pendencies are many. Substantial effort is given to developing methods for
evaluating stiction effects (resistance to separation of parallel lubricated sur-
faces [71]), and fluid-mechanical movement induced forces dampening the
movement (more recent work on the same topic is found in [74]). Using the
described method, the prototype valve shown in Figure 1.7 was developed
for large scale DDMs, such as the DDM shown in Figure 1.6. The valve is
of seat-type, it is normally opened (spring not shown in figure), it is moving
coil actuated and has a simulated pressure drop below 0.5 bar at 600 l/min
and a measured switching time of 1.8-2.9 ms, as shown in Paper A. Clos-
ing the valve at this speed requires approximately 500 N and 10 J. The valve
plunger is made from carbon-reinforced PEEK which proved to be difficult to
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Fig. 1.7: Prototype valve developed in [72].

machine leading to inaccurate test specimens. Early in the present work, ex-
perimental tests were carried out on this prototype resulting in publications
A & B concerning validation of models used for designing the valve.

The principles of electronic valve actuation for piston machines do not
only enable new possibilities in fluid power. Experimental results have shown
that variable valve timing actuation systems can reduce fuel consumption
by 23% and increase power output by 11% while also significantly reduc-
ing emissions [40]. Camless combustion engines have been investigated for
long by several major car companies, but still, no vehicles based on the tech-
nology have been introduced to the market. Different mechanical mecha-
nisms for obtaining variable valve timing have long been used, such as helical
camshafts. However, they do not offer complete freedom of the valve timing
and typically involve additional moving parts. The company Koeningsegg
Automotive AB has a long tradition of developing high-end leisure cars and
has for more than a decade, through their sister company FreeValve AB, fo-
cused on developing and refining camless combustion engines for cars using
novel valve technology [19]. To achieve maximum performance, the valves
combine electric, pneumatic and hydraulic actuation principles [15, 19]. This
technology appears promising and an impressive 47% increase in power, 45%
increase in torque and 15% fuel savings is reported for the newest Qoros
Qamfree camfree car (motor is done by Koeningsegg and FreeValve) debuted
in 2016 [19]. At this time, no concise performance specifications have been
published for the valves to the best knowledge of the author.

The engineering design company LaunchPoint Technologies has devel-
oped an electro-magnetic valve actuator for camless combustion engines [63].
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The actuator is based on the moving coil principle which has superior tran-
sient performance compared to traditional electromagnetic actuation princi-
ples [12, 79]. Using an integrated sensor for closed-loop position control, the
actuator system achieves fast transition times and low landing speeds (for
durability purposes). An example of the system performance is given on the
company website i.e. for a 3.2 ms transition time the electrical energy con-
sumption is 3.34 J [37]. For the valves of high-speed, high-power DDMs, the
requirements with respect to switching time and energy consumption are of
similar magnitude2.

Besides these similarities, the requirements to the valves of DDMs are
widely different. During intake and exhaust, the working medium of com-
bustion engines is on gas state meaning both the viscosity and the density
is much lower than that of oil used in fluid power systems. This leads to
much larger demands in terms of valve flow area and additionally if using
seat-type valves, axial flow forces acting on the moving member may be of
considerable magnitude during peak flow rates. To accommodate these cir-
cumstances, the valves of DDMs are typically larger in physical size (incl.
moving member) which again increases the demands to the valve actuation
system.

The milestones in the development of DDMs are summarized in the time-
line shown in Figure 1.8. As can be seen, the major commercial activities done
by AIP, and lately also by MHI (through ownership of AIP). In academia, the
major contributors have been; Edinburgh University in the early days where
the fundamental ideas of the technology were conceived, and more recently
Tampere University of Technology, Purdue University and Aalborg Univer-
sity. Other academic institutions who recently published research related to
DDMs are Jilin University [41] and Shanghai Jiao Tong University [42], both
from China. Other commercial activities also exist, such as Dinef AS which
recently published a paper on a digital distribution valve for high-torque low
speed digital pump/motors [43].

The success of any digital hydraulic application is dependent on the capa-
bilities of the deployed switching valve(s). This is much similar to switched
power electronics which only became possible after the invention of force
commutated fast power-electronic devices [52, 84]. In this regard, Johannes
Keppler University of Linz and Linz Center of Mechatronics have been ma-

2Assuming a valve transition time of 5% of the revolution time [77], this roughly suits 1000
RPM DDM operation, and with a 1% electrical power consumption this corresponds to a 1.4
kW cylinder (corresponding to a 2.4 CC cylinder operated at 350 bar) which is approximately
16 times lower than the pressure chamber valves are developed for in this work (50CC chamber
running 800 RPM at 350 bar). However, the switching time is approximately the same and the
power consumption is less.
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Salter and Rampen founds Artemis Intelligent Power Ltd. [69] 

AIP starts work with Sauer Danfoss on DD mobile equipment [69]

Dana, an automotive components company, 

takes license for DD on-road vehicles from AIP [69]

AIP starts minor developments on large scale digital 

hydro-static transmission systems for wind turbines [69]

Bosch Rexroth overtakes Dana license [69]

AIP again starts work on transmissions for wind turbines [69]

AIP demonstrates up to 50% fuel savings using 

DD technology for a BMW 530i [1]
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valves and tribology models for DDMs  [72,29]

E-dyn 96 pump is introduced to market [2]
2015

Fig. 1.8: Time-line giving an overview of the seminal developments and activities concerning
DDMs.

jor contributors as both long have been involved with fast switching valve
research pushing the limits of the technology.

1.3 The Valves of Digital Displacement Machines

In this section, further details are presented for the valves needed in DDMs.
First, the suitability and possibilities when using different valve configura-
tions and valves have different functionalities and capabilities are discussed.
This is followed by a brief discussion of valves possibly used in the state-
of-the-art AIP/MHI machines of today. Then, attention is turned to novel
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Fig. 1.9: Selected valve configurations enabling different variants of DD operation.

switching valves, used in other digital fluid power applications, in pursuit of
potential candidates for DDMs followed by a discussion of other valves and
actuators that could possibly be of relevance to DDMs.

Valve Configurations and Functionalities

This section discusses the pros and cons of different valve configurations or
valves having different functionalities. Figure 1.9 shows some selected valve
configurations.

The HPV of configuration A is a passive check-valve. When using a pas-
sive HPV, motoring is not possible but pumping and idling still is. The
drawn LPV is a direct actuated normally open check-valve, as this type of
valve seems to be the most appropriate in applications only requiring pump-
ing/idling operation.

Configuration B & C use actively controlled check-valves. Using check-
valves have the major advantage that only the timing of the valve closings
need to be executed accurately since the subsequent valve opening occurs
passively from pressure/flow (aided by passive element for the normally
open case, and by the actuator for the normally closed case). A disadvantage
is that opening against high pressure differentials typically is not possible
disallowing the mentioned Partial Flow Limiting operating strategy and mo-
toring self-start. This is elaborated later in this section.

If using valves without check-valve capability, as is the case for config-
uration D & F, both the closings and especially the valve opening must be
carried out with great accuracy. In this case, the opening does not occur pas-
sively, and inaccurate timing leads to excessive throttling losses, and possibly
a pressure relief valve is also needed for safety purposes (in case of the HPV
failing to open). An advantage of using configuration D & F is that the valves
are capable of opening against pressure differentials. This enables perform-
ing all of the discussed DD operating strategies (and motoring self start).
Furthermore the valve configuration F only uses one valve which possibly
can enable a more compact design.
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The valve configuration E was studied in [27] and uses two bi-directional
check-valves. Using such a valve configuration, all the discussed DD oper-
ation strategies are possible, but with lower demands to the valve timing.
By switching the state of the bi-directional check-valves while they are closed
passive valve opening may be achieved. Such bi-directional check valves were
in [27] realized using a prototype main stage valve and a commercial electri-
cally controlled directional 4/2 valve for a pilot stage. By controlling the 4/2
valve the check-valve direction of the main stage valve can be controlled.

The final valve configuration G shown in Figure 1.9 involves two LPVs
and two HPVs. One of the HPVs and LPVs would have a large flow capacity
ensuring low flow losses during peak flows. The other HPV and LPV would
have a much smaller flow capacity, but also much rapider switching capa-
bility. Since valve switchings (for full strokes) are conducted closely to the
dead centers the flow rates occurring are relatively small. This leads to the
timing of the larger valves being less critical and can be closed well in time
and opened late without significant increase in flow losses if the timing of
the smaller valves is carried out accurately. A disadvantage is cost increase
as a larger number of valves are needed.

In addition to the pros and cons of using check-valves discussed above,
another advantage is that leakage is avoided which is extremely important for
retaining high efficiencies. Especially leakage across the HPV is undesired
as it would increase the parasitic losses during idling, and deteriorate the
machine efficiency at lower displacement ratios.

As mentioned, (direct actuated) check-valves are typically incapable of
opening against pressure differentials. For instance, the moving coil actu-
ated check-valve prototype valve developed in this work has a shadow area
(effective area the valve pressure difference acts on) of 4.7 cm2 leading to a
pressure force of 47 N/bar, making it impossible to open the valve at more
than a couple of bars pressure difference using direct electro-magnetic ac-
tuators (taking the available size and power into consideration). This short
coming limits possible DD operation cycle variants, such as the partial flow
limiting operating strategy investigated in [26, 27, 55], but more importantly,
it also prohibits motoring self start, unless other measures are taken to cir-
cumvent this limitation. At stand-still (and unloaded), none of the pistons
are pressurized meaning that the LPVs are open and the HPVs are closed. In
order to produce torque, the pistons must be pressurized, either by opening
the HPV or by piston movement. Using check-valves incapable of opening
against pressure results in that motoring start-up depends on an external
torque source for rotating the shaft.

A novel, direct solenoid actuated normally closed poppet HPV which of-
fers the outlined advantages of using check-valves and also permits motoring
self-start is disclosed in the AIP patent [85] filed September 2006 (published
June 2014). Based on the schematics included in [85] the working principle
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Fig. 1.10: Drawings taken from [85] modified to illustrate the working principle of the valve.

of the valve is illustrated in Figure 1.10. As can be seen, the moving valve
member has two bodies which can move relative to one and another, denoted
as poppet and armature in the figure. If energizing the coil while a pressure
difference is present, the poppet cannot open, instead the armature moves
which opens a small auxiliary connection to the pressure chamber enabling
equalization. When the pressure difference across the poppet is sufficiently
low, the poppet opens. Using such a concept appears attractive, but leakage
occurring across the axillary valve may be an issue degrading the efficiency.

Another method that possibly can enable motor self-start, even when us-
ing check-valves incapable of opening against pressure is briefly discussed in
the following. The high pressure manifold of a DDM is typically connected
to an accumulator for stabilizing pressure and flow. If having the possibility
to disable the accumulator and to throttle the pressure of the remaining oil
of the high-pressure manifold it should be possible to open the appropriate
HPVs (and close the appropriate LPVs). When the valves are switched to the
desired states, the high-pressure accumulator is again enabled which pres-
surizes the desired pistons, making motoring self start possible. However,
further investigation is still needed to determine if using such a method is
viable.

As discussed, the electrical power consumption of the valves should be as
low as possible to enable high efficiencies and to lower the requirements to
the associated power electronics driving the valve. Ideally, the valve would
only require electrical power for switching the state of the valve, but no elec-
trical power for holding the valve in any state (often referred to as holding
power). Such functionality is possible using normally opened check-valves
for both the LPV and HPV as in this case for configuration B. In this case, the
valves would only need electrical power for switching, as the closed position
is maintained due to pressure difference across the valve and the opened
position is maintained by the passive opening element which balances the
axial flow/pressure forces acting to close the valve during flow conduction
(when flow direction is against the check-valve). Using such a valve con-
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figuration furthermore enables having identical LPVs and HPVs, or at least
having LPVs and HPVs with identical functionality.

While such configuration appears attractive from the perspective of en-
ergy efficiency and valve design effort, having normally opened HPVs also
comes with a major disadvantage. If the HPV actuator fails during opera-
tion, the HPV would open and the chamber would remain pressurized. Such
an operation mode is referred to a high-pressure idling and considered ex-
tremely undesired as the leakage and friction losses occurring at the sliding
surfaces of the piston assembly are increased.

This problem is circumvented if using a normally closed HPV as done for
configuration configuration C. In this case, if the HPV actuator fails the low
pressure idling operation mode is entered. However, as discussed, holding
power is needed to keep the HPV open during motoring. Pumping operation
is possible even if the HPV actuator fails, however, the flow losses would
increase as the valve is opened by pressure/flow forces alone.

State-of-the-Art AIP/MHI Valves

Naturally, since the valves are key components of DDMs, AIP or MHI have
not disclosed any concise information about the performance specifications
or the working principles of the valves used in their state-of-the-art machines.
Based on patent applications filed by AIP, this section presents a relatively re-
cent LPV and HPV design to familiarize the reader with the capabilities and
possible limitations of state-of-the-art DDM valves (patents are filed in com-
bination with collaborators) .

In a patent filed by AIP/MHI December 2015 (published in December
2016) [60], relatively detailed technical drawings are disclosed showing a
valve design which could resemble state-of-the-art HPVs used in large scale
AIP/MHI machines. The technical drawing from [60], modified for easier
interpretation, is shown in Figure 1.11 (left). The valve is of annular seat
type with direct electro-magnetic solenoid actuation. The valve is normally
closed, as can be seen by the extending spring situated above the moving
valve member. The valve is solenoid actuated and relies on the steel of the
surrounding manifold for completing the flux path which can be seen by the
non-magnetic material otherwise open-circuiting the flux path. In the fully
opened position, the moving member is partly shielded from the flow as in-
dicated in the figure. This is supposedly done to reduce the axial flow force
acting to close the valve, similarly to the method for axial flow force reduc-
tion explored in [50]. The outlet holes leading to the pressure chamber are
shaped as circular sectors (normal to the axial direction of the valve) to max-
imize the flow capacity of the valve. In Figure 1.11 (right) a valve manifold
block is shown, also from [60]. The drawing is clearly severely simplified,
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Fig. 1.11: Schematics taken from [60] showing a normally closed annular seat valve (left) and a
manifold arrangement incl. much simplified valve drawings (right).

but worth noticing is that the LP manifold connection is directed (roughly)
towards the machine center, and that the pressure chamber extends into the
LPV. As pointed out in [72], this also appears to be the case for 3.5 MW
AIP/MHI motors of the 7 MW digital hydrostatic wind turbine transmission.

In 2008, AIP (and Sauer-Danfoss Aps) filed a patent application for a fluid
distribution LPV [36] (published in 2010). In the patent application, several
schematics are disclosed showing different valve designs. Common is that
the pressure chamber extends into the LPV and that the designs has multi-
ple flow ports enabling distributing the flow to the LPV and the HPV. Some
designs have a passive check-valve embedded directly into the LPV as can
be seen from the modified schematic shown in Figure 1.12 (as discussed, a
similar valve concept may be utilized for the E-dyn 96 CC pump). As can be
seen, the actuator comprises two coils and a permanent magnet. The lower
and bigger coil is used for generating the closing actuator force. The perma-
nent magnet is used to aid the spring in keeping the valve open and the upper
coil is used to cancel the flux of the permanent magnet making it possible for
the lower coil to close the valve. An advantage of using this concept is that
the demands to electro-magnetic closing force can be reduced. Since the per-
manent magnet aids the spring, a weaker spring may be selected. This is very
beneficial, especially when using solenoids being based on the variable reluc-
tance principle typically having non-linear force vs. position characteristics.
At the fully opened position, the air gap of the closing coil flux path is the
largest leading to the smallest force (even though the inclined surface helps
to attenuate this effect, also referred to as pole shaping [16]) making it im-
portant to reduce the closing force demands, especially for valves operating
at large flow rates having large stroke lengths.
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Fig. 1.12: Schematic, taken from [36] showing a LPV with embedded passive HPV.

The cancellation coil could also be used to aid the permanent magnet to
extend the flow operating range of the valve. By controlling the cancellation
coil such that an opening force is present during the peak flow rate (from the
chamber to the low-pressure manifold leading to the maximum axial closing
flow force) spontaneous valve closing can be avoided. Also, at system start-
up in cold conditions, the low fluid temperature results in a much higher
viscosity of the oil leading to increased valve pressure drops and axial flow
forces. Similarly, the cancellation coil could be used to avoid spontaneous
closing due to the increased viscosity.

A disadvantage of using variable reluctance actuators with electrically
conductive cores is that eddy currents are induced which slows down the
flux build up and thereby the electro-magnetic force [65]. Methods for atten-
uating the effect of eddy currents have been used in electric motors and other
electro-magnetic applications requiring high frequency magnetic signals. Us-
ing sheets of laminated magnetic steel for the actuator core reduces the eddy
current effects [12]. However, this is difficult to utilize for direct actuated
valves, as the actuator core typically is integrated in the valve design and is
being exposed to high pressures. Ferrite cores, made from ferrites (ceramic
compounds of metals with oxygen which are ferrimagnetic) have very low
conductivity reducing eddy currents effects effectively. Ferrite cores are typ-
ically used in radio frequency transformers and inductors in switched mode
power supplies but are not well suited for hydraulics as the material typically
is quite brittle and weak to tensile stresses.

The severity of eddy current effects in variable reluctance actuators is de-
pendent on several design variables, such as the geometry, the actuator core
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material, the temperature and the coil design and the waveform of the coil
current. This makes it difficult to estimate the transient capabilities of the
valve designs discussed in this section. In [79], a comparison of the capabili-
ties of a solenoid-, a moving magnet-, and a moving coil actuator for a DDM
valve was presented. Each actuator has a similar volume, is driven by the
same power supply and has a steady state actuator force of approximately
250 N. Using transient electromagnetic FEA the performance of the actuator
is simulated showing that the force build up of the variable reluctance ac-
tuator is much slower than for the other two actuator topologies. After 11.6
ms, 200 N was reached by the variable reluctance actuator, while the moving
magnet actuator achieves 200 N in 1.7 ms and the moving coil actuator in
0.2 ms. Also, in [13] a method for calculating the magnetic diffusion times
for steel cylinders assuming infinite length and constant permeability is pre-
sented. The magnetic diffusion time represents the time from a step in the
magnetic field strength is given until 63.2 % of the steady-state magnetic flux
is achieved and is calculated using:

τ =
µ0µrσr2

cylinder

2.40482 , (1.1)

where rcylinder is the radius of the cylinder, σ is the electrical conductivity,
2.4048 is the root of the first Bessel function and µ0 and µr is the permeability
of vacuum and the relative permeability of the cylinder material, respectively.
Using µr = 630, σ = 1.7 · 106 S/m and rcylinder = 15 mm results in a magnetic
diffusion time constant τ of 52.3 ms.

With a better established understanding of the possible influence eddy
currents may have on the force build-up of solenoid actuators attention is
turned to Figure 1.13 showing a comparison made by AIP [5] of the achiev-
able revolution speed of DDMs as a function of displacement per revolution
compared against conventional hydraulics. As can be seen, DDMs are capa-
ble of operating at higher speeds for all displacements, however, for displace-
ments above 1000 cc/rev, the rotational speed is capped at approximately
1000 RPM. Possibly, the transient switching performance of the solenoid
state-of-the-art AIP/MHI valves of today is pushed to the limit and could
therefore be a major contributor to the limitations of the revolution speed
at larger displacements. But again, since no concise performance specifi-
cations are published, it is hard to determine whether this is actually the
case. Still, this has been one of the dominating motivational factors for ex-
ploring electro-magnetic actuators having better transient performance than
solenoids, in this work.
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1.3. The Valves of Digital Displacement Machines

Fig. 1.13: Comparison of the possible revolution speed as a function of displacement for conven-
tional fluid power machines. Illustration is taken from [5].

Possible Switching Valves for DDMs

This section discusses several existing valve and actuators which could be of
relevance to high speed, high power DDMs. First attention is turned to the
on-shelf components and then to prototype developments.

A switching valve that already have been introduced and comes relatively
close to meeting the requirements for high-speed, high-power DD operation
is the Bosch Rexroth WES valve [11]. According to the data sheet, the valve
has an opening/closing time below 5 ms and a flow rate of 45 l/min at 5 bar
pressure difference. But, the maximum switching frequency is maximum 10
Hz (possibly due to thermal limitations) capping the maximum revolution
speed at 600 RPM. The rated power consumption is 25 W, corresponding to
2.5 J per closing/opening. Furthermore, the valve is of spool type which
typically is associated with some leakage. An advantage is that the valve is
able of opening against pressure differentials up to 350 bar.

A seat type valve recently introduced to the market having several de-
sirable characteristics for DD operation is the LCM FSVi4.1 [103]. It is a
direct solenoid actuated poppet valve (normally closed) capable of opening
against large pressure differentials, which offers the advantages of no leak-
age and full chamber controllability. Measured results shows switching times
below 3 ms and is capable of switching frequencies up to 200-500 Hz. At 5
bar the flow rate is 5 l/min, which is considered too small for high-speed,
high-power DDMs, as is the case for most commercial switching valves. Also
worth mentioning is that the moving armature of the solenoid benefits from a
fluid-mechanical damping mechanism, referred to as cushioning groves [83],
reducing both induced noise and wear.
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In [31] a direct actuated on/off valve is developed with a rated flow of 33
l/min at 5 bar pressure difference and a switching time of 1 ms and an energy
consumption per switching cycle of approximately 1.4 J. These specifications
seem promising for high-speed operation for smaller scale DDMs, however,
the valves are not leakage tight deteriorating the efficiency.

In [101], a fast switching seat type valve for large flow rates is developed.
The valve utilizes a Hörbirger plate principle which has several annular rings
at two opposite valve plates to form multiple metering edges. This enables
obtaining large flow areas when only having small actuator stroke lengths.
The developed valve is pilot operated using a 3/2 valve, making the valve
capable of opening against high pressures. The pilot stage leads to a de-
lay around 1.6 ms and the main stage is capable of transition times below
2 ms when having a high pilot pressure. The main stage valve has a mea-
sured flow rate of 90 l/min at 5 bar valve pressure drop. As discussed,
normally seat/poppet valves are typically leakage free, however, utilizing
the Hörbirger plate sets strict requirements to the quality of the valve plate
and seat as sealing must be provided at several edges. For the prototype
developed in [101] some leakage was experienced across the main-stage. The
performance specifications of the valve developed in [101] satisfies several of
the requirements for DDMs, such as relatively large flow capacity and fast
switching, however the valve being pilot operated is considered disadvan-
tageous since this typically implies more complicated, expensive and bigger
designs. Finally, the valve does not have check-valve capability leading to
increased demands to valve timing as discussed in Section 1.3.

A more recent valve with similar capabilities was introduced in [100]. The
main stage valve is again being controlled by pilot stage 3/2 switching valve
but instead of the Hörbirger plate, a novel concept based on multiple small
poppet’s is used. Similarly, measurements show flow rates of 85 l/min at 5
bar valve pressure and switching times of the main stage valve about 1 ms.
A disadvantage of such valve design is that the relatively small poppet’s may
be sensitive to oil contamination.

A proportional valve which comes relatively close to meeting the perfor-
mance requirements of high-speed DDM is the Parker DFplus proportional
valve. It is a 4/3 two-stage valve where the pilot stage is controlled using a
moving coil actuator leading to total switching times of 10 ms and a rated
flow of 120 l/min, according to the data sheet [64]. A drawback of this valve
is that both the main stage and pilot stage are spool types typically associ-
ated with leakage. Also, the valve, incl. pilot stage and power electronics is
relatively large (384 mm × 274 mm × 116 mm) making it difficult to realize
compact DDMs using such valves without major redesign.

Table 1.1 summarizes the valves relevant for high-speed, high-power DDMs
discussed throughout this introduction. Last in the table, the specifications
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1.3. The Valves of Digital Displacement Machines

of the moving coil- and moving magnet actuated valve prototypes developed
during this research are shown.

For more information on switching valves and digital hydraulics, [102]
gives a recent overview of other fast switching valves along with a summary
of recent advancements in digital hydraulic components and applications.

Table 1.1: Comparison of valve candidates for DD operation. Kilder til papers indsaettes til
sidst.

Ts Q @ 5 bar leak valve
Commercial Valves [ms] [l/min] free symbol

Rexroth WES < 5 45 no

Rexroth SEC6 7− 10 7 yes

Parker DF+NG10 10 120 no

Parker DF+NG12 13 200 no

Sun Hydraulics DTDAXCN 50/8-201 38 almost

Hydac WS08W-01 50/5* 19 yes

LCM FSVi4.1 < 3 5 yes

Ts Q @ 5 bar leak valve
Prototype Valves [ms] [l/min] free symbol

Sturman et. al 2001 [31] 1 33 no

Winkler et al. 2007 [101] <3 90 no

Winkler et al. 2010 [100] <3 85 no

Roemer et al. 2011 [73] 2.7 100* -

Wilfong et al. 2011 [99] 2.5-10 35 no

Roemer et al. 2014 [76] 1.8-2.9 1900* -

Noergaard et al. 2017 (MCA) [D, I] 2.5-3.5 400* yes

Noergaard et al. 2017 (MMA) [J, K] 3-6 510* yes
*Estimate, 1Improved by boosting

Electromagnetic Actuators

This section discusses a few linear actuator topology candidates for DDMs.
The previously discussed solenoid topology is by the far the most wide-
spread electro-magnetic actuator for hydraulic valves due to its simple and
durable design. But as discussed, inherent delay due to eddy currents and
non-linear force characteristics possibly limits the potential of DDMs based
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on solenoids. This is motivating for investigating other electro-magnetic ac-
tuator topologies for switching the valves.

Actuators which use permanent magnets in the design are attractive since
the delay and the associated losses with the flux build up can be partially
avoided. The, also mentioned, moving coil actuator (MCA) topology takes
advantage of permanent magnets for generating flux which links with the
movable coil placed in an air gap. The force is generated based on the Lorentz
force law leading to superior transient performance since no delay exists be-
tween the coil current and the electro-magnetic force as shown in [79]. Fur-
thermore, the force characteristics are typically linear and the stroke length is
not limited. MCAs are also widely used, especially for applications requiring
high-bandwidth frequency response and accurate servo control. MCAs are
often referred to as voice coils due to its usability for audio speakers. How-
ever, in spite of these advantages, MCAs are not widely used in hydraulic
valves. A possible explanation for this is the more fragile moving member
which leads to more complicated design compared to solenoids. Further-
more, a durable connection for supplying the current to the moving coil is
essential, which may be difficult to realize. Especially if considering direct
actuated valves where the moving coil is exposed to the full system pressure.

Besides the mentioned Parker DF+, the MTS 257 hydraulic servo valve
series also deploy the moving coil actuator principle for actuating a pilot
stage. Similarly to the Parker, both stages are spool based and leaking, and
the valve also appears quite bulky. In academia, moving coil actuators have
been studied for valve applications requiring fast control [49, 59, 97] and as
mentioned have been studied for DDMs in [72]. In this work, a moving coil
actuated valve for high-speed DD operation have been designed which is
introduced in Paper D & I.

In [94] a bi-stable valve with a novel actuator is introduced which also
uses permanent magnets in the core. The moving member is, similarly to
the valve discussed in Figure 1.10, composed of two parts which can move
relatively to each other: one part is the armature and another is the hydraulic
part controlling the flow through the valve. By accelerating the armature and
then impacting the hydraulic part, fast transition times are achieved. This is
also the reason why the authors have dubbed the concept a hammer valve.
Bi-stability is achieved by using a permanent magnet in the stationary actu-
ator core making the armature latch to both the opened and closed position.
Furthermore, a novel method [38] for reducing the axial flow forces acting on
moving member was utilized in the valve design and the design was leak-
age free. Even though this concept has several attractive properties it is not
well suited for DDMs as the flow capacity of the valve is much too small (3.3
l/min @ 10 bar).

As shown in [79], linear actuators which uses permanent magnets at-
tached to the moving member may also be well suited for DDMs. Coils
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Fig. 1.14: Illustration of the working principles of the actuator disclosed in patent [14].

are incorporated in the stationary housing and is used for generating mag-
netic fields which oppose or assist the permanent magnet field dependent of
the coil current direction. Studies on moving magnet actuators are published
in [25,39] which demonstrate fast response and long stroke capabilities. Also,
in Paper J & K a moving magnet actuated valve for high-speed DD operation
is proposed.

A novel electro-magnetic actuator concept which could possibly be well
suited is disclosed in the patent [14]. As discussed, if using normally opened
valves, electro-magnetic actuation is only required for short periods of time
during closing of the valve. This could possibly be achieved using the actu-
ator concept of [14] which has been illustrated in Figure 1.14. The actuator
armature is a shorted cylinder situated in a DC magnetic field (generated
using permanent magnets, or an additional coil increasing the controllabil-
ity). As shown, a coil is situated closely to the shortened armature which is
used to induce eddy currents. As the armature is situated in a DC magnetic
field, eddy currents leads to a transient Lorentz force. The behavior of the
eddy currents, and thereby the actuator force, can to some extent be con-
trolled by the current of the stationary coil. However, since eddy currents are
a transient phenomenon, this actuator concept is only capable of generating
force in the same direction for short periods of time making it unsuitable for
normally closed valves. But, in case of normally opened valves, such a actu-
ator concept could be well suited for DDMs since a remarkably fast response
could obtained. However, it is not known whether electro-magnetic forces of
proper magnitudes or durations are achievable using this concept — this is
left for future studies.
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1.4 Aims & Focus of Research

The overall aim of this research is design and testing of novel valve concepts
for DDMs. Especially, the electro-magnetic valve actuator is in focus.

As pointed out in the introduction, DDMs have remarkable potential for
improving the efficiency of variable displacement fluid power machinery. The
fast switching valves are key components, and in order for the technology to
succeed the valves must induce very low flow and electrical losses while
enduring billions of operation cycles. The objectives being multiple and con-
flicting makes these valves relatively complex to design. The aims and focus
of the research is listed below:

• A major research objective is to formulate optimization problems which
considers all phenomena dominating the losses and the transient switch-
ing performance of the valve and actuator. The favored approach is to
use a dynamic simulation model of a single pressure chamber includ-
ing valves for evaluation of said quantities. To perform optimization,
the models must be fast executable and generic. Suitable models do not
always exist and a substantial task is to develop the required models
that enable evaluating objectives accurately and rapidly when varying
different parameters (geometric, material, etc.).

• The research has primarily focused on actuator topologies which are
relatively new to hydraulics and certainly to digital pumps/motors. As
discussed, a possible limitation of the revolution speed of state-of-the-
art DDMs could be related to the achievable switching performance us-
ing solenoid actuators. Improving the switching performance of DDM
valves could therefore possibly increase the revolution speed and the
potentials of DDMs even further. This has motivated the exploration of
untraditional electro-magnetic actuators for switching the valves.

• To properly verify the performance and viability of proposed valve con-
cepts, extensive prototyping and testing is required. Therefore, it has
been a goal to build prototypes and laboratory set-ups facilitating car-
rying out the desired tests. To establish proof-of-concept, a test-rig has
been built which enables performing different variants of DD operation
using a single piston and two prototype valves.

• Finally, a research objective was to study and develop methods to indi-
rectly to estimate the behavior switching valve as such information is
useful for monitoring and diagnostics purposes.

In Figure 1.15, the main tasks of the present work, the work flow, and
which publications relate to which tasks are visualized. As the figure show,
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Fig. 1.15: Illustration of the main task, the work flow, and the publications of the present research.
A few explanatory notes to ease interpretation of the figure: the capital letters reference to the
list of publication given on page v and the dashed black lines indicate that experimental tests
have been used in the study.

the research has primarily revolved about the development, design (incl.
modeling and optimization) and testing of a MCA and a moving magnet
actuated (MMA) valve prototype. Also, early in the research experimental
research was carried out on an older MCA valve prototype developed in [72]
with the objective of gaining further hands-on experience with DDM valves
and to investigate the accuracy of models used in the valve design process.
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1.5 Main Contributions

The main contributions of this research are:

• An analytical lumped model was developed for simulating the time-
dependent behavior of moving coil actuated valves. Emphasis was put
into inclusion of eddy current effects in the model. This work is pub-
lished primarily in paper C and parts are summarized in paper D.

• A methodical study was conducted of different moving coil actuators
design configurations (permanent magnet placement, orientation etc.).
Using multi-objective optimization, optimal actuator designs are de-
rived for each design configuration. The most suited design has been
matured, refined and realized into a prototype valve for DDMs. A sim-
ilar optimization study was carried out for moving magnet actuated
valves for DDMs. The performances of both prototypes have been rig-
orously tested establishing proof-of-concept for both prototypes. The
optimization studies are published in papers D and J for the moving
coil and moving magnet actuated valve, respectively. The performance
tests are documented in papers I and K which have been submitted for
publication.

• A test rig has been developed and built for DD valve prototypes. A
single piston/cylinder of an existing fixed displacement radial piston
motor was modified to accommodate DD operation using prototype
valves. Currently, three different DD valve prototypes have been tested.
In the near future, more prototypes and different control strategies are
to be tested. Details about the test set-up are published in paper H.

• Methods for estimating the movement of moving coil actuated valves
in DDMs only based on measurements of the coil current and voltage
have been developed. Also, a method for tracking (and monitoring)
of fundamental actuators parameters of moving coil actuated valves in
DDMs have been proposed. This work is published in papers E and F.

Also, in the following chapter an analysis of the general valve requirements
for DDMs is presented. The analysis leads to concise requirements to the
flow capacity and switching time of valves used in DDMs.

1.6 Reading Guidelines

Chapter 2 presents an analysis of performance requirements of the valves of
DDMs. This analysis has not been published elsewhere.
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1.6. Reading Guidelines

Chapter 3 gives a review of two optimization routines for moving coil
actuated and moving magnet actuated valves for DDMs. The majority of this
work is based on paper D and J.

Chapter 4 presents experimental results obtained using the developed
prototypes. Also, verification of the models used in the design process is
in focus. The majority of this work is also documented in paper I and K.

Finally, the main conclusions are presented along with a discussion of the
work that lies ahead.
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Chapter 2

General Valve Requirements

The objective of this chapter is to establish general valve requirements for
energy efficient DD operation. A major advantage of the DD technology is a
potential increase in efficiency compared against traditional fluid power ma-
chinery, especially at part load. But what are the requirements to the valves
in terms of pressure drop and switching time in order for achieving efficient
DD operation? This is sought clarified through the analysis presented in this
chapter.

As the DD technology still is emerging limited research has been pub-
lished with the objective of establishing general requirements for the valves
of DDMs. In [54] an efficiency analysis is presented comparing DDMs and
conventional fluid power machinery based on valve plate designs. Require-
ments to the valve opening area and switching time are formulated based
on a 4.3 CC chamber running DD pumping operation at 3000 RPM. The re-
quirements derived are similar to what is presented in this chapter, however,
only limited information is included in [54] making it difficult to understand
where the valve losses are originating from. More recent studies are pub-
lished in [77] where valve flow losses are investigated during DD operation
cycles using a simple dynamic simulation model representing a single DD
pressure chamber and valves. The authors derive general requirements to the
valve switching time and the pressure drop coefficient for the valves. How-
ever, some of the assumptions the analysis is based on tend to overestimate
the losses occurring during valve switching, especially if using seat/poppet
based valves (elaborated later in this chapter). To the best knowledge of the
author, besides [54, 77], no other research has been published on systemati-
cally deriving requirements to the valves of DDMs. However, in literature,
several statements about general valve requirements and losses have been
made, some of which have been summarized below:
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• A switching time of 3 ms for the main stage spool valve used in the
digital, non-electrical, pump/motor of [70] is considered "more than fast
enough for a pump/motor operation at 1800 RPM".

• "The electric power consumption of the valves should be at maximum few
percent of the maximum power of the pump in order to retain good efficiency"
[46].

• "The valve throttling loss and electrical energy consumption loss makes up
96% (partial F-D) to 88% (sequential F-L) of the total losses depending on the
operating strategy. This shows the need for a fast acting valve that requires
low electrical consumption" [53].

• "The repeatability of the on/off valve needs to be less than 1 ms regardless of
the pressure across the valve for high-speed operation or partial flow strategies"
[53].

The method presented in [77] is also the starting point of the analysis
carried out in this chapter. Initially, the model and method of the analysis
is explained further and the results of [77] are recreated. Then, the focus is
briefly turned towards how well the machine is utilized, an important aspect
not previously considered, to the knowledge of the author. Thereafter, atten-
tion is put on improvement of the analysis leading to more accurate valve
requirements. Finally, the analysis is extended to derive valve requirements
for efficient operation in case of using only partial displacement strokes.

The studies and results shown in this chapter have not previously been
published. However, as pointed out, the method is based on [77]. Some of
the analysis overlaps with studies published in Paper G which are brought
into context at the end of this chapter.

2.1 Model and Method

A simple generic dynamic simulation model of a single pressure chamber is
used to evaluate the flow losses during DD operation cycles. The model basis
is given in Equation (2.1) and illustrated in Figure 2.1.

ṗc =
β

V
(
QH −QL − V̇

)
,

QL =
xL

kf

√
|∆pvalve, L|sign (∆pvalve, L) where ∆pvalve, L = pc − pL,

QH =
xH

kf

√
|∆pvalve, H|sign (∆pvalve, H) where ∆pvalve, H = pH − pc. (2.1)
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Fig. 2.1: Model of a single pressure chamber with the piston illustrated at θ = π.

The cylinder pressure is modeled using the continuity equation and the valve
flows are modeled using the orifice equation. The valves are assumed equal
throughout this chapter as done in [77] 1. The volume of the cylinder is mod-
eled assuming a sinusoidal movement of the piston with the displacement
volume Vd and the dead volume Vdead:

V(θ) =
Vd
2

(1− cos θ) + Vdead,

V̇(θ, θ̇) =
Vd
2

θ̇ sin θ. (2.2)

The valve movement is normalized and modeled by prescribing a trajec-
tory to the valves only defined by the valve switching time. In the study
presented in [77] the valve movement, during closing of the valve, is mod-
eled assuming a constant acceleration and deceleration for the first and last
half of the stroke, respectively:

x =
∫∫

a dt where a =




− 4

t2
s

for 0 < t < 1
2 ts

4
t2
s

for 1
2 ts ≤ t < Ts

, (2.3)

where ts is the valve switching time. For valve openings, an corresponding
approach is used i.e. the first half of the switching time, the acceleration
is positive and negative for the latter half. In [77] a method for calculating
the shaft angles at which the closings of the valves should be initiated is

1As pointed out in the introduction, this is not necessarily the case and typically a larger flow
area is emphasized for the LPV to retain high-efficiencies at low displacement ratios
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also presented. This method is based on the valve switching sequence being
completed at the dead centers. A review for the active closing of the LPV
when approaching the TDC is given here, starting with the angle at which
the pressurization should be completed allowing for time to open the HPV
before the TDC.

θpres, f = 2π − tsθ̇, (2.4)

where the volume at the angle θdepres, f is found using Equation (2.2) and
denoted Vdepres, f. The chamber volume when the pressurization is initiated
Vdepres, i is calculated using the continuity equation while assuming no valve
flows:

∫ pH

pL

1
β

dp =
∫ Vpres, f

Vdepres, i

− 1
V

dV

⇒ Vpres, i = Vpres, fe
pH−pL

β . (2.5)

The angle which corresponds to the volume Vpres, i is denoted θpres, i and also
found using Equation (2.2). Similarly to Equation (2.4) the angle at which the
LPV should initiate closing is found as:

θcl, LPV = θpres, i − tsθ̇. (2.6)

An analogue approach is used for calculating when to close the HPV. The
openings of the valves are initiated when the chamber pressure crosses the
manifold pressure level subsequent to the chamber pressure change.

To evaluate the efficiency at any displacement ratio, the model is evalu-
ated for one idling and one motoring cycle from which the input and output
energies are evaluated using:

Ein =
∫ Trev

0
QH pH −QL pL +

Pcomp︷ ︸︸ ︷(
V̇ + QL −QH

)
pc dt,

Eout =
∫ Trev

0
τmθ̇dt =

∫ Trev

0

Vd
2

pcθ̇sin θ dt, (2.7)

where τm is the torque exerted on the shaft, Trev is the revolution time and
Pcomp represents the compression power. Based on the input and output
energies for one cycle the efficiency is calculated using:

η =
Eout

Ein
=

Ein − Eloss
Ein

. (2.8)

As pointed out in [77], the expression may be expanded to determine the
efficiency at partial displacement:

ηα = 1−
αEloss, motoring + (1− α)Eloss, idling

αEin, motoring + (1− α)Ein, idling
, (2.9)
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where α is the machine displacement ratio coefficient. This is assuming all
active chambers of the machine are identical and operated with the same
valve switching angles. Finally, the valve flow losses are defined as:

Eloss, L =
∫

∆pvalve,LQLdt, Eloss, H =
∫

∆pvalve,HQHdt. (2.10)

The valve flow losses Eloss, L and Eloss, H are not used directly in the efficiency
calculations, but are defined since the valve flow losses are plotted several
times this chapter.

An example of the dynamic simulation is shown in Figure 2.2 using the
model parameters of Table 2.1 on page 39, a switching time ts of 3.6 ms
and a flow-pressure coefficient kf of 2.8×10−3

√
bar min/L while operating a

chamber of 50 CC at 800 RPM. The model is evaluated for one idling and
one motoring operation cycle. The chamber pressure is seen to over-shoot
after both pressurization and depressurization of the chamber. This occur
due to the relatively slow opening of the valves and leads to relatively large
flow losses as can be seen from the gradient of Eloss,L and Eloss,H at the time
of the valve openings. Note that the negative chamber pressures occurring
after the depressurization are not physical possible and only occur since no
pressure dependent fluid-stiffness model is included in this study. This also
tends to overestimate the flow losses. Considerable losses also occur during
closing of the valve. This happens primarily due to the prescribed valve
movement of Equation (2.3). It leads to a low velocity prior to reaching the
fully closed state which in turn leads to considerable flow losses as a notable
amount of flow is conducted with low valve positions. After one idling and
one motoring cycling, corresponding to a machine displacement ratio of 50%,
the flow losses are seen to constitute approximately 2% of the transferred
energy.

By keeping the machine-related parameters i.e. β, Vd, Vdead and θ̇ con-
stant while sweeping through the valve related parameters i.e. ts and kf,
simulation data is obtained from which maps representing the efficiency at
that operation point is obtained. In [77] the authors found that the results
may be generalized by introducing:

ts =
ts

Trev
where Trev =

2π

θ̇
,

kf =
kf√

pH−pL
Qmean

where Qmean =
θ̇Vd
π

. (2.11)

This makes the results independent of the revolution speed and the nomi-
nal valve flow rate. This enables constructing a general efficiency map only
spanned by ts and kf. Figure 2.3 shows such efficiency maps for 20% and
100% displacement ratio. The results are identical to the efficiency maps
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Fig. 2.3: Recreated efficiency maps of [77]
at full and part displacement.

published in [72, 77] and have been generated using the model coefficients
listed in Table 2.1. The normalized switching time is easy to interpret and the
results show that the efficiency drops for switching times slower than approx-
imately 5% of the revolution time. The normalized flow pressure coefficient
is more difficult to comprehend and therefore a new metric is suggested. If

inserting kf =

√
∆pvalve

Q into (2.11) and evaluating the orifice expression at the
maximum flow rate the following is obtained:

kf =
2
√

∆pvalve, max

π
√

∆pmachine
, (2.12)

where pvalve, max is the valve pressure drop at the maximum flow rate. If
squaring the normalized flow pressure coefficient a more intuitive metric for
accessing the allowable valve pressure drop is obtained:

∆pvalve, max

∆pmachine
=

π2

4
k

2
f . (2.13)
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To gain an understanding of this metric compared to the normalized flow-
pressure coefficient, the results of Figure 2.3 are plotted again using the new
metric in Figure 2.6 on page 43. The results show that in order to achieve ef-
ficiencies above 96% at full load the valve pressure drop at the peak flow rate
must be below approximately 2.5-3% of the machine pressure span. How-
ever, at 20% displacement ratio, the valve pressure drop may only constitute
approximately 0.5% of the machine pressure span. This demonstrates the
motivation for having a larger LPV well, since the HPV is kept closed for
idling cylinders and thereby not contributing to losses.

The model parameters in Figure 2.1 are used for the results presented
throughout this chapter (except for Fig. 2.5). The chamber displacement
volume corresponds to that to DD test rig (cf. Chapter 4). chosen oil bulk
modulus corresponds to the mean stiffness of pure oil (experimentally veri-
fied in [34]).

Table 2.1: Constant parameters used in the analysis.

Parameter Value Description

θ̇ 800 RPM shaft speed
β 16000 bar Bulk modulus
pL 10 bar Low manifold pressure
pH 360 bar High manifold pressure
Vd 50 CC Displacement volume
Vdead 50 CC Dead volume
Karea/mass 0.2 cm2/g Ratio of seat area to mass

2.2 DDM Utilization

Besides obtaining high machine efficiency the energy output of each active
motoring cycle should be close to the optimum energy output in the case of
full stroke operation. For a conventional fluid power piston type machine
with instant and ideal commutation executed at the dead centers, the energy
output of one operation cycle is:

Econ,out,ideal = Vd∆pmachine. (2.14)

For DD motoring, the optimal output is less since the pressurization and
depressurization of the chamber must be done prior to the respective dead
centers in order for the sub-sequent passive valve opening to occur. The
following presents an derivation of the maximum energy output for a DDM
chamber operating in motoring mode.

The energy output during one operation cycle is calculated analytically
using integration by parts of the optimal power curve shown in Figure 2.4
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along with the cylinder pressure and the piston movement. The shown power
curve is defined by the cylinder pressure change is completed at the dead
centers and assumes infinitely fast switching. During the periods with con-
stant chamber pressure (intervals 1 and 3 in Fig. 2.4), the mechanical power
transferred to the shaft is expressed as:

Pout, 1(θ) =
1
2

pH Vd θ̇ sin (θ) ,

Pout, 3(θ) =
1
2

pL Vdθ̇ sin (θ) . (2.15)

The instantaneous power during depressurization and pressurization (inter-
val 2 and 4 in Fig. 2.4, respectively) are:

Pout, 2(θ) =
1
2

(
pL − β ln

(
1/2 Vd (1− cos (θ)) + Vdead

Vd + Vdead

))
Vd θ̇ sin (θ) ,

(2.16)

Pout, 4(θ) =
1
2

(
pH − β ln

(
1/2 Vd (1− cos (θ)) + Vdead

Vdead

))
Vd θ̇ sin (θ) .

(2.17)

The energy transferred to the shaft during one cycle is calculated as:

EDD, cycle, motor =
1
θ̇

∫ θdepres

0
Pout, 1(θ)dθ +

1
θ̇

∫ π

θdepres

Pout, 2(θ)dθ

+
1
θ̇

∫ θdepres

π
Pout, 3(θ)dθ +

1
θ̇

∫ 2π

θdepres

Pout, 4(θ)dθ, (2.18)

where θdepres and θpres are the angles at which the depressurization and pres-
surization should initiate. Using Equations (2.2) and (2.5) these are expressed
as:

θpres = − arccos
((

Vd + 2 Vdead − 2 Vdead e
∆pmachine

β

)
Vd
−1
)

, (2.19)

θdepres = − arccos
((

2 Vdead − 2 e−
∆pmachine

β (Vd + Vdead)

)
Vd
−1 + 1

)
.

(2.20)

Evaluating Equation (2.18) and simplifying the energy transferred to the shaft
during one ideal motoring cycle is:

EDD,out,ideal =

(
−β

(
e−

∆pmac.
β + e

∆pmac.
β − 2

)
Vdead

Vd
− β

(
e−

∆pmac.
β − 1

))
Vd,

(2.21)

where ∆pmac. is an abbreviation of machine pressure span ∆pmachine.
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Fig. 2.4: Ideal DD motoring operation cycle for with pL = 5 bar, pH = 350 bar, Vd = 100
CC,Vdead = 50 CC, β = 10, 000 bar and θ̇ = 1000 RPM.

The analysis has also been carried out for DD pumping operation cycles.
For optimal DD pumping operation, defined by initiating the pressurization
and depressurization at the dead centers, the optimal energy received from
the shaft during one operation cycle is identical to Equation (2.21).

Based on Equation (2.21) it is investigated how much lower the ideal out-
put of one cycle is compared to the ideal conventional fluid power machine
output defined in Equation (2.14):

EDD, out, ideal

Econ, out, ideal
=

EDD, out, ideal

∆pmachineVd

=

(
−β

(
e−

∆pmac.
β + e

∆pmac.
β − 2

)
Vdead

Vd
− β

(
e−

∆pmac.
β − 1

))
∆p−1

machine.

(2.22)

Figure 2.5 shows Equation (2.22) as a function of Vdead
Vd

and ∆pmachine for β
equal to 5,000 bar (left) and 10,000 bar (right). The results show that the ideal
output of DDMs at worst case is only approximately 84% of the ideal output
power of conventional machines calculated using 2.14. This naturally occur
when having a relatively large dead volume combined with low fluid stiffness
and high machine pressure differences since most of the piston stroke is used
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Fig. 2.5: Ideal output of DDMs vs. conventional piston machines, as a function of the ratio of
the dead volume to the displacement volume and the machine pressure difference for the bulk
modulus equal to 5,000 bar (left) and 10,000 bar (right).

for compression and decompression of the chamber. It should be noted that
if none of the chamber displacement is used for pressurization or depressur-
ization i.e. instant commutation at dead centers, large flows are required for
rapid equalization of the chamber pressure which is undesirable. Therefore,
conventional pistons machines of today are unlikely to utilize the chamber
much better than what is possible with DD technology since some chamber
displacement still is used to avoid excessive losses and pressure fluctuations
in the manifolds. However, the expression of Equation (2.22) is still useful for
easily determining how closely a DD chamber is operating to the optimum
with respect to energy output. This is defined as the utilization factor of a
DDM chamber denoted UFDD and is expressed as:

UFDD =
Eout

EDD, out, ideal
. (2.23)

The efficiency maps of Figure 2.3 and a map showing the DDM utilization
factor is plotted in Figure 2.6 using the metric of Equation (2.13) as the vertical
axis. The utilization map shows that extraordinary fast switching is required
to get better values of UFDD than 96%. At slower switching times, the utiliza-
tion factor drops severely. This is because of the implemented timing method
which is based on the valve switching sequence being completed at the dead
centers. This means that a slower switching time leads to earlier pressur-
ization and depressurization which makes the energy output decrease. The
dynamic simulation results shown to the right are for the highlighted points
of the contour plots which correspond roughly to the MCA valve prototype
presented in this thesis when operating a 50 CC chamber at 1000 RPM.
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2.3 Improvement of Analysis

With the recreation of the results published in [77], the introduction of the DD
utilization factor and the more intuitive metric for understanding the allow-
able valve pressure drop, attention is turned to improvement of the analysis.
As pointed out, the assumptions made in the analysis carried out in [77]
leads to excessive flow losses during valve switching and low machine uti-
lization, both because of the prescribed valve movement and the used timing
sequence. The actions made to improve it are elaborated below:

• Valve Movement
At small plunger positions the plunger movement is strongly domi-
nated by the axial forces originating from the pressure drop across the
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valve seat. This means that both slow landing and slow departure of
the valve seat does not necessarily occur. For a better representation of
the actual valve dynamics a constant feedforward term is used along
with a valve pressure dependent term:

x =
∫∫

a dt where a =




− 2

t2
s
+ ∆pvalveKarea/mass for closings

2
t2
s
+ ∆pvalveKarea/mass for openings

(2.24)

where Karea/mass is defined as 0.2 cm2/g roughly based on the MCA
valve prototype presented in this thesis (when equipped with titanium
plunger) and the valve pressure drop defined accordingly to Equation
(2.1). Introducing the pressure dependent term means that the exact
valve switching time is unknown which is a prerequisite for calculating
the angles at which the valve switching sequence should be initiated.
When using the constant acceleration term this effect only influence the
movement vaguely during closing since the velocity is largest on impact
leaving only little time to build up pressure difference. In case of the
valve opening, the effect has more pronounced influence and may lead
to severely reduced opening times. In spite of this, ts is used for valve
timing calculations.

• Valve Timing
The timing scheme used in [77] leads to excessive valve loss and low
machine utilization. The method is based on the passive valve open-
ing being completed (the last thing of any successful DD valve switch-
ing sequence) at the dead centers. For optimal DD operation, the pas-
sive valve openings should only be initiated at the dead centers since
the switchings then are performed at lower flow rates, and a smaller
amount of negative work is carried out. To better represent the valve
requirements in case of optimal DD operation the angle at which the
valve sequence should be initiated is calculated as:

θcl, LPV = θpres − tsθ̇,

θcl, HPV = θdepres − tsθ̇, (2.25)

where θpres and θdepres represent the angles at which the pressurization
and depressurization should initiate given in Equations (2.19) and (2.20)
respectively. The resulting difference of using this method opposed to
the method of [77] is that the valves are being closed later by tsθ̇.

The influence of the two proposed changes to the analysis is investigated
by cross varying them, giving a total of three different cases yet to investigate.
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2.4 Results

Figure 2.7 through 2.9 shows the results. All simulations were performed
using the parameters of Table 2.1. As in Figure 2.6, the prototype design
point highlighted in the presented maps corresponds to the prototype valve
parameters when operating a 50 CC chamber at 1000 RPM.

From comparing Figure 2.7 against the recreated data of Figure 2.6 it
becomes clear that a larger valve switching time is permitted when using
the updated valve movement scheme of Equation (2.24). This significantly
reduces the flow losses during closing of the valves, as can be seen from
comparing the plot in the lower right of both figures. Considerable flow
losses are still present during the first stage of the valve openings, even with
the pressure dependent term of Equation (2.24) implemented. This occurs
partly because the constant feed forward acceleration term of the Equation
(2.24) is smaller than the acceleration prescribed in Equation (2.3). Figure
2.8 shows the simulated results using the valve timing of Equation (2.25)
but still with the movement prescribed in Equation (2.3). This modification
proves to have even bigger impact on results of the analysis. Especially the
machine utilization has improved as a consequence of the pressurization and
depressurization now occurring closer to the dead centers. Also, the valve
switching time is seen to have much less influence on the efficiency. This is
because, the valve switchings now occur at a much smaller flow rate. The
flow losses during the valve openings are now very small, while the flow
losses during valve closing still are considerable.

Finally, Figure 2.9 shows the results of the analysis when implementing
both the updated valve movement and timing scheme. The losses during
valve switchings are now close to zero leading to the vague influence on the
efficiency observed. In fact, the analysis now shows that high efficient oper-
ation and a high utilization factor may be achieved even with much slower
valves as long as the timing of the valve switchings is close to ideal. The
requirements to the flow losses have not changed remarkably and still the
valve pressure drop at the maximum flow rate should only constitute ap-
proximately 0.5% of the DDM pressure span.

2.5 Partial Flow-Diverting

The part load efficiency ηα is calculating assuming all active chambers of
a DDM is operated with identical switching angles. This leads to the most
efficient operation since the valves are switched as close to the dead centers as
possible. However, it also only enables controlling the machine displacement
in discrete steps defined by the individual cylinder displacement volumes.
For DDMs having a low number of cylinders, this makes controlling the
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Fig. 2.7: Efficiency at 20% at 100% displacement, machine utilization and dynamic simulation
results when implementing the modifications to the valve movement given in Eqn. (2.24).

displacement accurately difficult. To enhance the displacement resolution
and thereby the machine controllability alternative valve switching strategies
– and in particular the requirements to the valves for them to be successful –
are investigated in this section.

By controlling the valves appropriately, partial motoring/pumping strokes
may be obtained allowing much enhanced control of the displacement per
revolution. In [55] different strategies for controlling the displacement of in-
dividual cylinders were explored. Two methods were explored i.e. partial
flow-diverting (PF-D) and partial flow-limiting (PF-L). PF-L is dependent on
cavitation of the cylinder without the low pressure valve passively opening
due to pressure forces. This is not possible when using seat valves and the
valve configuration studied in this thesis as pressure forces passively open the
LPV when the chamber pressure deceeds the low pressure manifold pressure
level.
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Fig. 2.8: Efficiency, machine utilization and dynamic simulation results when implementing the
modifications to the valve timing given in Eqn. (2.25).

PF-D is possible using seat valves and is achieved by only pressurizing
the piston parts of it’s up or down stroke, for pumping or motoring cycles
respectively. For motoring cycles, the pressurization should be still completed
as closely to the TDC as possible. As the piston moves downwards, high
pressure oil is received from the high pressure manifold until the HPV is
actively closed. The chamber displacement is then controlled by the closing
angle of the HPV. This approach leads to one of the valve switching sequences
being performed at larger flow rates. For seat valves, this is expected to
increase the valve landing speed when closing significantly, leading to both
increased wear and acoustic noise. Also, switching at larger flow rates is
also associated with larger flow losses. Especially the passive opening of
the valves may induce considerable losses as notable pressure overshoot may
occur when using valves having heavy plungers or small shadow areas (if
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Fig. 2.9: Efficiency, machine utilization and dynamic simulation results when implementing both
the suggested modifications to the analysis.

not supplying opening forces ensuring a rapid opening by other means).
For motoring PF-D this means that the chamber is prone to cavitation. For
pumping PF-D, the overshoot means that the chamber pressure may exceed
the high-pressure manifold level which could damage the pressure chamber,
if not designed for this. Therefore, both pumping and motoring PF-D cycles
should be used with great care.

The efficiency of PF-D during motoring cycles has been investigated using
the model of Section 2.1 with the suggested improvements of Section 2.3. The
valve requirements are analyzed for three different PF-D cases i.e. 25%, 50%,
75% displacement. The closing angle of the HPV is calculated using:

θcl, HPV = arccos(1− 2αPFD)− tsθ̇, (2.26)

where αPFD is the PF-D load coefficient. In the case of low values of αPFD
and large switching times, the HPV opening may not be completed before
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Fig. 2.10: Efficiency and machine utilization at αPFD = 25%, 50% and 75%.

the HPV closing angle θcl, HPV. Still using the valve movement of Equation
(2.24) this leads to the depressurization occurring prematurely lowering the
displaced fluid. For operating cycles having θcl, HPV < tsθ̇ this occurs and is
indicated by the translucent areas of the results shown in Figure 2.10. The re-
sults show that efficient PF-D is possible for all of the analyzed values of αPFD
(when using Karea/mass = 0.2 cm2/g). The switching time can be observed
to have more pronounced influence, occurring because the valve switchings
are carried out at larger flow rates. To achieve efficiencies above 90% for all
cases of αPFD the valve drop should be below 0.5 % of the machine pressure
span and the normalized switching time below 5%. The valve requirements
for efficient PF-D are thereby stricter than in the case of the full displacement
strokes considered in the previous sections, especially with respect to valve
switching time.
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Sensitivity Analysis of Karea/mass

The geometry dependent valve parameter Karea, mass introduced in section 2.3
only have minor influence for full displacement strokes, but for PF-D strokes
it is more important for the efficiency (or in general, when switching at larger
flow rates). This is shown by calculating the efficiency as a function of kf and
ts for different values of Karea/mass. The PF-D load coefficient αPFD is set
to 0.5 leading to the valve switchings being performed at instants with the
largest chamber volume derivatives. The results are shown in Figure 2.11
for three different values of Karea, mass i.e. 0, 0.1 and 0.5 cm2/g. A value
of zero corresponds to the moving member of the valve being completely
pressure compensated (possible using spool valves) while a large value rep-
resents seat valves where the valve pressure difference influence the valve
movement more significant. The results show that Karea, mass influences the
valve requirements considerably. For Karea, mass = 0, large switching times
leads to low efficiency as large losses are induced during the opening of
the LPV. As can be seen from the dynamic results, the chamber pressure is
seen to be negative and at remarkable magnitudes, indicating that cavita-
tion easily could occur. For larger values of Karea, mass the magnitude of the
negative pressure occurring during opening of the LPV is seen to decrease
as the valve pressure difference makes the valve open faster leading to less
throttling losses.

As pointed out earlier, when using Karea, mass the valve switchings in the
simulations are faster than prescribed switching time ts. To get a better un-
derstanding of the actual switching times TK,area/mass is calculated which
represents the switching time reduction relative to the normalized switch-
ing time:

TK,area/mass =
Ts,simθ̇

ts
, (2.27)

where Ts,sim is the valve switching time in the simulation. Equation 2.27 have
been evaluated for the LPV for the results shown in Figure 2.11. Figure 2.12
shows the results for the closing (left) and the opening (right). Note that the
Karea/mass = 0 case not is shown since TK,area/mass always is equal to one.
The results show that the pressure forces only influence the switching time
vaguely for closings but have significant more influence on the opening times.

2.6 Summary of Findings and Outlook

Based on the presented study, it is concluded that high-efficient DD operation
using full displacement strokes is possible for a wide displacement range
when having valve pressure drops below 0.5% of the machine pressure span.
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For full displacement strokes, the valve switching time is shown, contrary to
previously published results in [77], to have minor to negligible influence on
the efficiency, when using proper valve timing.

However, the valve switching time is shown to have more pronounced
influence on the efficiency if using PF-D. It was shown that PF-D operation
with efficiencies above 90% is possible for values of αPFD as low as 25% when
having ts < 5% and ∆pvalve/∆pmachine < 0.5%. Through a sensitivity analysis
of the valve dependent parameter Karea/mass it was shown that cavitation dur-
ing motoring PF-D is plausible while the LPV is opening, especially for low
values of Karea/mass. For pumping PF-D, similar conclusions can be drawn,
only does cavitation not occur, but instead the chamber pressure may exceed
the high-pressure manifold significantly and hence PF-D should be used with
great care. Even if PF-D operation is not required for a particular DDM, fast
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switching valves are recommended, not necessarily to ensure high efficiency,
but to make executing accurate valve switching timing easier (elaborated later
in this section). Using PF-D enables refining the resolution of the machine
power and displacement which is very useful, especially for DDMs having
a low number of pistons, but is also suspected to increase the valve landing
speed and may introduce cavitation and increased acoustic noise.

One aspect which is still not considered in the analysis is pressure cham-
ber volume change caused by the movement of the valves. With the valve
configuration tested in this thesis, the valve movement during valve closing
opposes the flow induced by the movement of the piston. Therefore, the flow
losses during switching are suspected to be even lower. Also, the fluid stiff-
ness was assumed constant throughout the chapter which leads to negative
cylinder pressures in the model. This tends to overestimate the valve losses
and furthermore, it tends to open the LPV valve quicker than would occur
(if negative pressure was not allowed). However, the fluid stiffness was kept
constant and the chamber pressure was not limited by other means, to avoid
loss of generality.

In Paper G an analysis of the flow characteristics and sizing of annular
seat valves for DDMs was presented. Through static axi- symmetric CFD
simulation it was found that for seat valve geometries leading to optimal en-
ergy efficiencies, the flow was primarily laminar. The simulated results were
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also compared with experimental results obtained on the MCA prototype
valve, also showing the flow to be laminar for the majority of the intended
flow operating range. Throughout this chapter, the flow has been modeled
using the orifice equation (2.1) which assumes the flow to be turbulent. This
tends to underestimate the flow losses, especially at low fluid temperatures
due to high fluid viscosities. Traditional fluid power control valves are pri-
marily operated in turbulent regime, as this makes the valve pressure drop
or flow rate close to independent of changes in the fluid viscosity. The study
done in Paper G is based only on static models and does not include the in-
creased flow losses during valve switching. In the analysis presented in this
chapter, it was shown that the flow losses during valve switching are small
if proper valve timing, making the results of Paper G more viable since this
assumption have been shown possible to realize. Furthermore, the electric
energy losses associated with the active closing of the valves were estimated
based on the valve stroke length, the pressure/flow force acting to close the
valve when fully opened and conducting the maximum flow, the mass of the
moving member and the valve switching time. The results also confirms that
highly efficient DD operation is possible using seat valves although the re-
sults of Paper G are not directly comparable with what was presented in this
chapter.

The importance of executing the valve switchings precisely is studied
in [53]. A 7-piston digital pump/motor with valves capable of switching
in 1 ms simulated at 3000 RPM, 300 bar and 57% displacement ratio demon-
strated that the valve throttling loss of 6% increases by a factor of 3 to 8 when
the valve timing was off by 2 ms (corresponding to a tenth of the revolution
time). The study is based on valves without check-valve capability (similarly
to the analysis done in [77] and Eqn. (2.3)). In the case of using check-valves
for partial strokes, the throttling losses are close to independent of the valve
timing since the subsequent passive valve opening always occurs immedi-
ately after compression/decompression. However, inaccurate valve timing
still leads to inaccurate control of the displaced volume. For full stroke oper-
ation when using check-valves the accuracy of the valve timing is important.
As pointed out, for full strokes operation, the valves should be switched as
closely to the dead centers as possible to minimize valve losses. This means
that if a valve closes slightly slower than expected, the subsequent pressuriza-
tion/depressurization will not complete before reaching the respective dead
center and the following passive valve opening do not occur. Possibly, the
closing angle of each chamber can be adjusted to compensate for any varia-
tions in the closing time, but, this requires intelligent control algorithms. To
avoid this, valves with a high repeatability are needed. Therefore, fast switch-
ing capabilities are needed as the response of slow valves switched by weak
actuators is more influenced by variations of the actuator force, the opposing
fluid forces etc.
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Chapter 3

Optimization of Actuators
and Valves of DDMs

Formulations of optimization problems are proposed for deriving optimal
valve and actuator designs for DDMs. The optimization is based on mul-
tiple mathematical models, which are used to evaluate the performance of
the valves in DD operation. Optimal solutions are sought in terms of valve
and actuator geometry and actuator parameters, such as number of turns,
wire diameters etc. Both FEA and lumped models are used for evaluating
a design candidate. Initially, static axi-symmetric FEA models are used for
calculating steady-state actuator forces, flux distributions, flow vs. pressure
characteristics etc. Based on the FEA results, lumped parameters are ex-
tracted for simulating the performance in DD operation using a single DD
chamber model.

Carrying out the optimization is dependent on a number of inputs cho-
sen by the design engineer such as choice of actuator, valve and actuator
arrangement, which models to use, etc. Figure 3.1 illustrates the design pro-
cedure. The starting point is choosing an overall concept to be optimized
i.e. choosing the actuator/valve class. The next step is to generate a de-
sign configuration for the chosen class e.g. magnet placement and orienta-
tion etc. Then, the models needed for evaluating the design candidate must
be formulated. Dependent on the class and design configuration, tailored
models are needed for accurately simulating the performance. Especially
the model evaluation time is important to maintain as low as possible since
a large number of evaluations are required for the optimization algorithm
to converge. With the necessary mathematical framework, the formulated
optimization problem is solved using the Generalized-Differential Evolution
algorithm GDE3 [35] which is based on an evolutionary global optimization
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Fig. 3.1: Flow chart illustrating the design procedure and the optimization algorithm for valves
and actuators of DDMs.

idea incepted by [86]. The optimization routine returns a set of optimal de-
sign candidates. If any candidates are satisfying for the design engineer,
they are simulated using a more detailed model based on a coupled transient
FEA. If not, the configuration is changed or modified. The more detailed,
and computational expensive, coupled transient FEA simulation is carried
out to assess the accuracy of the (simpler) models in the optimization. If
the coherence is not adequate, the optimization models are modified and the
optimization is carried out again. If the accuracy of the optimization models
is satisfying, a prototype valve is build and tested. Based on the experience
with the developed prototype, the process may be repeated.
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The basic idea of the objective function is to initially use static FEA anal-
ysis for evaluating steady-state characteristics of the candidate. Dependent
on the formulated problem, FEA can be used to solve for electro-magnetics,
the fluid dynamics, the heat transfer and structural dynamics. This enables
considering a wide range of physical phenomena in a single design step,
possibly making deriving optimal solutions easier (opposed to more itera-
tive methods as proposed in [72]). For the FEA analysis, the geometry of
the design candidate is realized using a parametrization scheme. This is well
suited for capturing the influence that minor changes in geometry impose
on the performance. Emphasis is put on the use of the static case of FEA
to keep the objective function evaluation time at a manageable level. To this
end, lumped models must be derived which can describe the time-dependent
performance of the design candidate sufficiently accurate and are relatively
computational light. The necessary models for simulating a single cylinder
during DD operation are combined, which facilitates evaluating the in-situ
losses and performance.

The algorithm deployed for solving the multi-objective optimization prob-
lems is the Generalized Differential Evolution 3 (GDE3) [35]. The GDE3 uses
Pareto optimization i.e. the algorithm returns a set of non-dominated solu-
tions. For more details on the optimization algorithm, see [35]. Also, more
details about the implementation and performance of the algorithm is pub-
lished in [7]. Furthermore, in [75] the algorithm was also applied to a purely
lumped model based optimization of valve parameters for large scale DDMs.

In this chapter, a review of two case studies based on the described ap-
proach is presented. First attention is turned towards the optimization of a
moving coil actuator for a (predefined) valve geometry. This part is based
on Paper D. Then, the moving magnet optimization, including optimization
of the valve geometry is reviewed. This part is based on Paper J. Both the
optimization studies are targeting a 50 CC chamber performing DD motoring
(and idling) strokes for 350 bar machine pressure span and 800-1000 RPM.
The valve type is in both cases a normally opened annular seat valve. Also,
for both optimization problems the LPV and HPV are assumed identical.

3.1 Moving Coil Actuator Optimization

A moving coil actuator design for directly actuating the plunger of a nor-
mally opened seat valve has been derived. For this optimization problem,
the plunger geometry, including the valve/actuator stroke-length was pre-
defined. The valve plunger geometry and stroke length have been designed
with the aid of CFD to ensure sufficiently low flow losses and axial flow forces
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acting to close the valve during flow. Further details on the CFD models used
in the design process may be found in [74].

This section is structured as follows: first the optimization problem is
formulated, then the developed models are presented, and finally the results,
and the MCA prototype valve designed based on the results are presented.

The Problem Formulation

To derive actuator designs which result in the smallest valve losses during DD
operation, and to ensure compact solutions, three objectives are formulated
which all are sought minimized simultaneously:

O1 The electrical energy consumption of the actuator.

O2 The height of the actuator. Note that the diameter of the actuator is
given by the predetermined valve geometry.

O3 The valve flow losses.

Figure 3.2 shows the used parametrization and the geometry related de-
sign variables of the favored actuator configuration. In total, six design vari-
ables describe the geometry. In addition, two design variables are used for
controlling when (relative to the shaft angle) a voltage step should be given
to the LPV and HPV coils, and two design variables are used for controlling
the duration of the voltage steps. Finally, one design variable is used for
controlling the magnitude of the voltage step. In addition to the optimiza-
tion objectives, a number of inequality constraints are formulated to ensure
geometrical feasible designs, to ensure certain actuator characteristics, and to
speed up the evaluation time in case of bad designs. Some of the constraints
are listed below:

C1 The maximum electro-magnetic actuator force must exceed the opening
spring force.

C2 Depending on the design point, the operation cycle may only be com-
pleted partially (too weak actuators, bad timing, etc). The violation
degree is set based on the simulation time at which the operation cycle
failed.

Both on the displayed constraints improve the design point evaluation time
in case of bad designs. For more information on the used constraints, see
Paper D.

Figure 3.3 shows a flow chart illustrating how a design candidate is eval-
uated. Based on the design vector, x, it is checked whether the geometry
is feasible. If so, static electro-magnetic FEA is carried out. Based on the
FEA results it is assessed whether the actuator design candidate is likely to
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Fig. 3.2: Parametrization of one of the moving coil configurations, "The red parameters are design
variables and the black parameters are constants". The figure is also published is Paper D.

succeed in switching the valve in DD operation. For instance, if the actuator
at the maximum steady-state current is weaker than the opposing opening
spring, the candidate is rejected i.e. constraint C1. If not, a single DD mo-
toring operation cycle is simulated from which the objectives are evaluated.
Likewise, the simulation is exited if the valves do not switch appropriately
i.e. C2. For instance, the actuator may succeed in closing the valve, but it
may be too late for subsequent passive valve opening to occur before the re-
spective dead center. This results in an idling cycle which there is no need to
evaluate as the actuator is not used. As indicated in the figure, the evaluation
time of feasible design points typically ranges between 5-15 s when using an
Intel Core i7 2.8 GHz processer and 16 GB memory.

Valve and Actuator Model

In the modeling of the time-dependent actuator current emphasis is put on
inclusion of eddy current effects. As mentioned, eddy currents delay the
change in magnetic flux, but this does not delay the produced electromag-
netic force of the moving coil actuator due to the static field induced by
permanent magnets. In fact, for moving coil actuators, eddy current are ac-
celerating the initial force build since they lower the effective inductance of
the coil. Inspired by [96], eddy current effects are included in the MCA model
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using a two-coil transformer circuit model. The primary coil is the moving
coil and the secondary coil (shorted turn) represent the eddy currents flow-
ing in the core of the actuator. Equation (3.1) shows the transformer circuit
model and Figure 3.4 illustrates the assumed flux and current paths in an
axi-symmetric view (left) and the equivalent magnetic circuit model (right).

vc(t) = Rcic(t) + (M + Lc)
dic
dt
−M

d(ie(t)/N)

dt
−

ε(t)︷ ︸︸ ︷
ẋ(t)LwireNBgap,r(t),

0 = N2Re(t)(ie(t)/N)−M
dic
dt

+ (M + Le(t))
d(ie(t)/N)

dt
, (3.1)

Where the constants are: the coil resistance Rc, the mutual inductance linking
the coil and core (i.e. the shorted turn) M, Lc is the coil self-inductance, N
is the number of coil turns and Lwire is the length of a single coil turn. The
variables are: the coil voltage vc, the coil current ic, the eddy current ie, the
shorted turn resistance Re, the shorted turn self-inductance Le, the average
radial air-gap flux density Bgap,r and the axial coil velocity ẋ.

The variables Re, Le and Bgap,r are modeled based on an analytical ap-
proximation of the magnetic field diffusion depth as a function of time de-
rived in [51] to capture the highly nonlinear behavior of eddy currents more
accurately. For further details on this part of the model, see Paper C.

The generated Lorentz force is modeled, similarly to the back-emf voltage
ε, as:

Fmag(t) = ic(t)Bgap,r(t)LwireN (3.2)

which is used in the force equilibrium equation:

ẍ =
1

mmoving

(
Fmov(x, ẋ, ẍ) + Fflow(x, Q, pc) + Fmag(ic, Bgap,r) + Fspring

)
(3.3)
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Where Fmov represents the fluid forces induced by plunger movement, Fflow
represents the flow induced axial forces acting on the moving member and
mmoving is the mass of the moving member. The coefficients used for de-
scribing Fmov and Fflow are derived using CFD analysis. For further details
about the mechanical model, see Paper D and [74]. The spring force Fspring
is assumed constant corresponding to a relatively weak spring with a large
precompression to limit the number of model parameters.

The flow vs. pressure characteristics have been modeled using:

∆p = kp1(x)Q2 + kp2(x)Q (3.4)

where kp1 and kp2 are coefficients also obtained using CFD analysis [74].

Single Cylinder DD Model

The block diagram shown in Figure 3.5 illustrates the couplings of the dif-
ferent sub-models. The actuator, the valve and the orifice sub-models were
explained in the previous subsection, and the pressure chamber dynamic
sub-model is given by:

ṗc =
β(pc, α)

V
(
QH −QL − V̇

)
, (3.5)

Where β is the bulk modulus modeled as a function of the cylinder pressure
and the assumed air ration at atmospheric pressure [34], V and V̇ is the
cylinder volume and cylinder volume derivative calculated as:

V(θ) =
Vd
2

(1− cos θ) + Vdead + xH Ashadow − xL Ashadow,

V̇(θ, θ̇) =
Vd
2

θ̇ sin θ + ẋH Ashadow − ẋL Ashadow, (3.6)
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Where Ashadow is the effective area which the valve pressure difference acts
on. As can be seen, the cylinder model is similar to the model used for
analyzing the valve requirements in Chapter 2, and the direction of the valve
flows and the shaft position are defined accordingly to Figure 2.1 on page 35.
However, this time, the valve movement is coupled with the cylinder volume.

Results

As indicated in Figure 3.1, it is not immediately apparent which arrange-
ment/configuration leads to the best performing solution. To this end, the
formulated optimization problem was applied to four different arrangements.
Figure 3.6 shows one of each of the derived optimal designs for each arrange-
ment. Figure 3.7 compares the optimization results. Observing O3 (left) it can
be seen that the variance of the flow losses is small compared to the other ob-
jectives. This indicates that actuator designs which can switch the valves in a
close-to-optimal manner exist for all four arrangements. Considering objec-
tive O2 and O1 (right) geometry arrangement A is seen to perform slightly
better than the other arrangement also having radially magnetized magnets.
The energy consumption of the Geometry C and Geometry D is seen to be
significantly higher. The electrical losses of the best designs are less than 20
W per valve, corresponding to less than 0.1 % of the average machine power
being approximately 22kW (at 350 bar machine pressure span and 800 RPM).

A simulation example using the lumped DD model and the highlighted
prototype design point of Figure 3.7 is shown in Figure 3.8 and Table 3.1
gives the model and prototype parameters, the operating conditions and the
key performance data. The valve closing time is approximately 2 ms and the
opening time approximately 3.2 ms. Note that a negative force corresponds
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to closing the valve. In Chapter 4, measurements and simulations show that
the valve closing instant is easily visible from the current waveform as the
back-emf voltage goes to zero on impact, leaving additional voltage to drive
the current. This is not visible from Figure 3.8 since the voltage duration
is shorter than the valve closing time which makes good sense from an en-
ergy perspective. The shown actuator forces Fact,L, Fact,H is the sum of the
electromagnetic actuator force and the spring force.

Based on the highlighted design point of Figure 3.7, a prototype valve
has been designed and shown in Figure 3.9 and Table 3.2 on gives the key
specifications. Twelve radially magnetized neodymium magnets with nickel-
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DDM parameters Value
Piston stroke length 49 mm
Piston bore Ø 36mm
Cylinder dead volume 62 CC
Displacement, Vd

1 50 CC/rev

Prototype valve parameters
Stroke length, lstroke 2.5 mm
Shadow area, As 4.9 cm2

spring preload, L/H (30/30)N
Coil layers 2

Operating conditions
Shaft speed 800 RPM
Supply pressure, L/H (5/350) bar
Supply voltage 80 V

Performance data
Avg. act. power, L/H (21/21)W
Avg. flow loss, L/H (25/25)W
L/H closing time (2.1/1.9) ms
L/H opening time (3.1/3.3) ms
Avg. power1 22 kW
Cycle efficiency2 99.4%

1one cylinder considered.
2only chamber losses considered.

Fig. 3.8 & Table 3.1: Simulation example using the prototype actuator design and DDM param-
eters and operation conditions given in the table.

copper-nickel coatings are used for producing the static air-gap field. The
valve plunger is composed of titanium (stainless steel plungers, sufficient for
testing at low pressure, have also been used) and the aluminum coil former
is fastened to the plunger using adhesive. A coil of two layers has been
wound onto the coil former. The actuator core and the upper valve housing
is composed of low-carbon steel characterized by a relatively high magnetic
saturation level. The bottom valve part is made from Impax supreme which
is a high strength steel alloy. Both the bottom valve part and the plunger have
been surface hardened to increase the resistance to wear induced by impacts
when closing during switching.

In Figure 3.9, the electrical connection to the moving coil is realized using
current carrying springs. Testing of this concept proved it to be unsuccessful.
Due to the ohmic resistance of the springs, heat is dissipated and the spring
temperature increases which changes the structural properties of the material
and the spring loses its original shape. Further, assembling the valve with this
concept proved to be extremely difficult. Other methods have also been tested
including an insulated Litz wire which bends with every valve switching.
However, the connection fails at the soldering points after a number of valve
switching (maximum number of switchings before failure using this concept
is approximately 1 million). Similar problems are well known in the audio-
speaker industry. Also, this concept was also difficult to assemble.
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Fig. 3.9: Picture of moving coil actuated prototype parts (left) and a sectional view from a CAD-
model (right). This figure is also published in Paper D

The current and favored solution is based on gold-plated spring connec-
tors, typically used supplying constant and reliable connections between vi-
brating parts. This concept has been successful so far and also enables as-
sembling and disassembling the valve much easier.

Table 3.2: Key specifications of the MCA valve prototype.

Description Value
Valve dimensions 45 mm x 60 mm
Stroke length of actuator 2.5 mm
Effective shadow area 4.9 cm2

Rated supply voltage 48 V
∆p @ nom. flow (125 L/min) ≈ 0.5 bar
Valve closing time 2-3 ms
Opening spring force 30-35 N
Mass of moving member 19 g
Static air gap flux density 0.7-0.8 T

3.2 Moving Magnet Actuated Valve Optimization

A moving magnet actuated (MMA) valve has also been optimized. Likewise,
the valve type is a normally opened annular seat valve. Instead of using a
spring for generating the passive opening force, this valve concept relies on
magnetic attraction forces to latch to the opened position. This is advan-
tageous from an actuator energy view point, as the passive opening force
decays as the valve is being closed, contrary to spring based solutions where
the force increases when closing the valve. For this optimization problem
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FIGURE 3. Axisymmetric view of initial topologies, actuator volume
only.

volume of actuator steel, which may reduce magnetic flux satu-
ration of the steel, and secondly to distribute the coil volume over
a larger volume of the valve to reduce the coil hot-spot tempera-
ture.

The initial topologies before optimization are shown in Fig.
3. Positive current yields downward acting force on the perma-
nent magnet which closes the valve. Positive current is defined
as moving into the paper where coils are marked with positive
signs in Fig. 3.

The materials used are, for the flux carrying material, ferro-
magnetic low carbon steel and for parts in which flux is unde-
sirable, austenitic stainless steel. The magnets used are grade 32
neodymium permanent magnets. To guide the magnetic flux to
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FIGURE 4. Axisymmetric view of derived topologies, actuator vol-
ume only.

be concentrated around the coil windings, variations of the 2coil
designs are constructed where undesirable flux paths are elimi-
nated by replacing the ferro-magnetic steel with austenitic steel,
as seen in topology d) and e) in Fig. 3. Furthermore, the ar-
mature that carries the permanent magnet and interfaces to the
annular seat valve is made of austenitic steel to avoid magnetic
short circuiting.

As explained later in Sec. RESULTS, the initial optimiza-
tion concludes that the 2coil design with an outward facing mag-
net offers the fastest closing time while consuming the least elec-
tric power (see Sec. RESULTS). Thus, the 2coil topology is used
as a basis for deriving additional sub-topologies.

Derived Topologies
In the derived topologies practical considerations are prior-

itized in order for the design to be durable and easily manufac-
tured and assembled. The 2coil design is expanded to include
a version where the coils are located externally i.e. separated
from the hydraulic oil. Since in DDM’s passive opening of the
high-pressure valve can be obtained by correct timing of the low-
pressure valve and vice versa, two monostable 1coil designs,
which are mainly capable of providing closing force, are also
investigated. One with internal and one with external coil wind-
ings. Sketches of these derived topologies before optimization
are shown in Fig. 4.

MODELING
A lumped parameter model is established in order to effec-

tively evaluate the valve armature motion dynamics and pres-
sure losses across the seat valve as well as the electrical actuator
power consumption. The model can be divided into sets of de-
pendent equations and an overall model block diagram of these
is shown in Fig. 5.

3 Copyright © 2017 by ASME

Fig. 3.10: "Categorization of initial and derived topologies". The figure is also published in Paper J.

the plunger geometry and the stroke length was included in the optimization
using static axi-symmetric CFD. The outer dimensions of the valve is prede-
fined1.

As for the MCA valve, it is not immediately apparent which actuator
topology2 leads to the best performing design candidates. To this end, a
number of systematically generated actuator topologies have been investi-
gated as shown in Figure 3.10. Initially, a total of six actuator topologies are
optimized using a simpler lumped model only considering the actuator part.
Based on the most promising initial topology, three sub-topologies, shown
in Figure 3.13 on page 70, have been derived where practical considerations
are taken into account (manufacturability, assembly etc.). The second opti-
mization round is done using the more elaborate single cylinder DD model
explained earlier for the MCA optimization (Equations (3.5) & (3.6)). Table
3.3 gives an overview of which models are used for the initial and derived
topology optimization.

This section gives a brief review of the MMA valve optimization and is
structured as follows: first the optimization models are reviewed, then the
optimization concerning the derived topologies is reviewed (lower part of Fig.
3.10). Finally, the MMA prototype valve designed based on the optimization
is presented. For more thorough information, see Paper J.

1At the time the MMA valve optimization was carried out, the custom made valve mani-
fold, shown in Figure 4.12 on page 82, had already been designed which sets forth the outer
dimensions along with position of the flow ports and the o-rings used for sealing.

2In Paper J the term topologies is used instead of configuration/arrangement as primarily done
in this chapter. The term topologies has been adopted throughout this section to comply with the
displayed figures.
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Table 3.3: Models used in the two phases of the MMA valve optimization.

Initial Topologies Derived Topologies
Mech. Motion Eqs. X X
Magnetostatic FEA X X
Electric Circuit Eqs. X X
Thermal Model X
Fluid Force Eqs. X
DDM Eqs. X
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FIGURE 5. Overall model block diagram for one valve.

Mechanical Motion Equations
The motion of the plunger is modeled as:

mz̈ = Fact(z, i)+Ff luid(z̈, ż,z,Q) (1)

where Fact is the actuator produced force and Ff luid is the fluid
force, further described in Sec. Fluid Force Equations. The mass,
m, is the total mass of the permanent magnet, the actuator ar-
mature and the valve seat. Coulomb friction and stiction forces
occurring in the valve are assumed negligible and omitted for
simplicity.

Electric Circuit Equations
The voltage equation governs the current build up, the coil

excitation and the produced actuator force. To obtain a low elec-
trical time constant, in multi coil designs the copper coils are
connected in parallel as described by [14]. Due to the parallel
connections, the equation is presented in vector form represent-
ing an equation for each coil:

~V = R~i+
d~λ (z,~i)

dt
(2)

where ~V is the applied voltage, ~i the current, R the resistance
(diagonal matrix) and~λ the flux linkage. For the 1coil designs
the voltage equation reduces to a scalar equation.

As a first step to solving the differential equation, the voltage
equation is rearranged and integrated, eliminating the derivatives
and solving for the flux linkage:

∫
~V −R~i dt =~λ (z,~i) (3)

Voltage and Current Limitations In the model, the
maximum voltage applied is 48 V to avoid the necessity of elec-
tric shock precaution when handling the manufactured valve.
The current is controlled by the use of a high gain P-controller
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to control the current to a reference value obtained through op-
timization. An upper limit of 20 amperes is set to reduce the
demands to the necessary power supply.

Bidirectional Current Bidirectional force can be ob-
tained by reversing the current. In the topology studies, designs
which provide bidirectional force as well as designs which can
only apply closing force, are evaluated.

Thermal Model for Resistance Correction The re-
sistance of the copper windings is temperature corrected based
on two thermal finite element models established using the soft-
ware FEMM [15]. In general, the coil dimensions and the vol-
ume of the iron surrounding the coils are fairly consistent in the
designs derived through optimization. The thermal models are
thus based on designs which are representative for the topologies
in general. An optimized geometry from the 2coil design is used
in the model and for the external coil case the dimensions are
reused and converted to form a 2coil design with external wind-
ings.

The relationship between the coil temperature and the av-
erage actuator power consumption is mapped in a lookup table
which is used for temperature correction of the calculated resis-
tance. An inlet oil temperature of 40◦C is assumed to be held
constant which is approximated with a fixed temperature bound-
ary condition at the valve bottom and at the outer edge of the
valve manifold section that is included in the model. The top of
the valve facing air, is modeled with a convection boundary con-
dition. The entire model is surrounded by a fixed temperature
boundary condition sphere of 25◦ C. Heat flows inside the valve
are conservatively modeled as pure conduction.

During optimization, the resistance is updated iteratively un-
til convergence as shown in Fig. 21.

An example of temperature distribution at a relatively high
average power dissipation is shown in Fig. 6, including the
boundary conditions, and the derived thermal model is shown
in Fig. 7.

In the final valve design the average actuator power con-
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Fig. 3.11: "Overall model block diagram for one valve". This figure is also published in Paper J.

Moving Magnet Modeling

The overall model for one valve is illustrated in the block diagram of Figure
3.11. Voltage equations are formulated and solved for the flux linkage. Based
on maps generated by sweeping the current and position in an axi-symmetric
magnetostatic FEA, the current and subsequently the electro-magnetic force
is obtained. Opposed to MCAs, and similar to solenoids, eddy currents delay
the force build up. This has not been considered in the MMA models used
in the optimization. Instead, as indicated in Figure 3.1, a coupled transient
FEA model is used for evaluating the influence of eddy currents. Note that
this step is not part of the optimization problem, but is done subsequently.
The DDM continuity equation is identical to the model given for the MCA
optimization in Equations (3.5) and (3.6).

The valve pressure drop and the fluid forces are mapped throughout
the design and operation space using static axi-symmetric CFD analysis.
See Figure 3.12 for illustrations of the flow geometry, the parametrization
and solution examples. The used geometry is simplified considerably and
parametrized by three parameters: the stroke length ztr, the seat width wsv
and the height of the inlet at the side of the valve hin

3. Designs having large

3In Paper G studies of the flow characteristics of annular seat valves are published also using
axi-symmetric CFD.
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annular seat valve, described in [16]:

Fmov(z̈, ż) =−kaz̈− kvż− kd |ż|ż (5)

where the coefficients ka, kv, kd in this analysis are assumed con-
stant. Also, the analysis in [16] includes a history dependent
term, which is neglected due to its relatively low impact. With
these simplifications, the movement induced fluid forces can be
included for arbitrary stroke lengths and valve seat widths. It
is considered reasonable to apply these assumptions, since the
outer diameter of the seat valve is kept equal to the seat valve in
[16].

Seat Valve Flow Forces The steady state flow forces,
Ff low(z,Q), are evaluated using CFD analysis in COMSOL mul-
tiphysics. The flow path across the seat valve is illustrated in Fig.
11. It is considered too elaborate to solve the flow domain in 3D,
and thus a 2D axisymmetric map is set up, shown in Fig. 12.

The CFD is calculated by inputting a specified flow, Q at
the inlet and a destination pressure of P0 = 5 bar at the outlet,
denoted Port A and Port B respectively. For reversed direction,
the inlet is defined at Port B and the outlet at Port A. The rela-
tively short in- and outlet lengths do not perfectly represent the
geometry of the surrounding manifold. Extending the outlet pipe
length, has shown deviations of approximately 5 % in both pres-
sure and flow forces (excluding near-zero solutions).

As suggested in [16], the flow force Ff low can be modeled
as:

Ff low =





k f 1+(z)Q2 + k f 2+(z)Q Q > 0 , x > 0
k f 1−(z)Q2 + k f 2−(z)Q Q < 0 , x > 0

As∆p x = 0
(6)

where As is the effective area exposed to the pressure difference
on the closed valve. In contrary to [16], the flow coefficients k f 1
and k f 2 are modeled uniquely depending on the flow direction
denoted by −/+.

To fit the CFD results to this model the CFD analysis is
computed for a range of flows, positions, valve-widths and inlet
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FIGURE 13. Pressures on seat valve for a negative and positive flow
rate of Q = 125 l/min with: wsv = 8.25 mm, z = 3 mm and hin = 6.25
mm.

heights. A solution for flows in both directions is shown in Fig.
13. The simulations have shown good fit to the model (6) when
applying polynomial fitting, and thus only 3 non-zero flows are
evaluated in both directions, assuming zero force and pressure
drop at zero flow. A total of 750 evaluations are performed loop-
ing over 5 inlet heights, 5 stroke lengths, 5 valve seat widths and
6 flows.

The pressure drop is, as for the flow force, fitted to a polyno-
mial model as in Equation (6). It is assumed that laminar flows
dominate the majority of the design space, and thus a laminar
solver has been used. The solver was used to obtain solutions
in a fine resolution of positions and valve widths, within man-
ageable computation time. To verify the validity of the solutions
the turbulence model, Low Reynolds Number ”k-ε”, was used
to evaluate the same range of positions, valve widths and flows
but with one tenth of the resolution. Deviations in the two solu-
tions were found acceptable and generally below 2%. For special
cases, where the laminar solution did not converge, the solution
was overwritten using the turbulent model, Low Reynolds Num-
ber ”k-ε”.

The results, Ff luid and ∆p, are shown in Figs. 14 and 15
where the actual CFD results are denoted with red dots, and the
fit results, using (6), gives the surface. The coefficients have been
linearly interpolated in the direction of position and valve seat
width. In Figs. 14 and 15, the evaluated valve seat width is
wsv = 8.25 mm and the inlet restriction hin = 6.25 mm.

Mesh convergence was checked for a specific case with a
flow rate of ±125 l/min and with the seat valve positioned in
z = 1.5 mm. The mesh was scaled until changes in the results,
∆p and Ff low, were less than 0.1h of the previous solution, rep-
resenting a truly converged solution. The results obtained with
the mesh used in the optimization are approximately 3 % from
the truly converged solution, considered sufficiently accurate for
optimization.

Inlet Height Restriction As a means of reducing the
necessary latching force the flow inlet height is added as a ge-
ometric variable. The idea is to set the valve inlet height as a
variable, allowing for designs where the valve seat is sheltered
behind the valve housing when fully opened.

In Fig. 12 the valve flow inlet height hin is restricted to 6 mm
which is slightly less compared to the inlet height on the valve in
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annular seat valve, described in [16]:

Fmov(z̈, ż) =−kaz̈− kvż− kd |ż|ż (5)

where the coefficients ka, kv, kd in this analysis are assumed con-
stant. Also, the analysis in [16] includes a history dependent
term, which is neglected due to its relatively low impact. With
these simplifications, the movement induced fluid forces can be
included for arbitrary stroke lengths and valve seat widths. It
is considered reasonable to apply these assumptions, since the
outer diameter of the seat valve is kept equal to the seat valve in
[16].

Seat Valve Flow Forces The steady state flow forces,
Ff low(z,Q), are evaluated using CFD analysis in COMSOL mul-
tiphysics. The flow path across the seat valve is illustrated in Fig.
11. It is considered too elaborate to solve the flow domain in 3D,
and thus a 2D axisymmetric map is set up, shown in Fig. 12.

The CFD is calculated by inputting a specified flow, Q at
the inlet and a destination pressure of P0 = 5 bar at the outlet,
denoted Port A and Port B respectively. For reversed direction,
the inlet is defined at Port B and the outlet at Port A. The rela-
tively short in- and outlet lengths do not perfectly represent the
geometry of the surrounding manifold. Extending the outlet pipe
length, has shown deviations of approximately 5 % in both pres-
sure and flow forces (excluding near-zero solutions).

As suggested in [16], the flow force Ff low can be modeled
as:

Ff low =





k f 1+(z)Q2 + k f 2+(z)Q Q > 0 , x > 0
k f 1−(z)Q2 + k f 2−(z)Q Q < 0 , x > 0

As∆p x = 0
(6)

where As is the effective area exposed to the pressure difference
on the closed valve. In contrary to [16], the flow coefficients k f 1
and k f 2 are modeled uniquely depending on the flow direction
denoted by −/+.

To fit the CFD results to this model the CFD analysis is
computed for a range of flows, positions, valve-widths and inlet
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heights. A solution for flows in both directions is shown in Fig.
13. The simulations have shown good fit to the model (6) when
applying polynomial fitting, and thus only 3 non-zero flows are
evaluated in both directions, assuming zero force and pressure
drop at zero flow. A total of 750 evaluations are performed loop-
ing over 5 inlet heights, 5 stroke lengths, 5 valve seat widths and
6 flows.

The pressure drop is, as for the flow force, fitted to a polyno-
mial model as in Equation (6). It is assumed that laminar flows
dominate the majority of the design space, and thus a laminar
solver has been used. The solver was used to obtain solutions
in a fine resolution of positions and valve widths, within man-
ageable computation time. To verify the validity of the solutions
the turbulence model, Low Reynolds Number ”k-ε”, was used
to evaluate the same range of positions, valve widths and flows
but with one tenth of the resolution. Deviations in the two solu-
tions were found acceptable and generally below 2%. For special
cases, where the laminar solution did not converge, the solution
was overwritten using the turbulent model, Low Reynolds Num-
ber ”k-ε”.

The results, Ff luid and ∆p, are shown in Figs. 14 and 15
where the actual CFD results are denoted with red dots, and the
fit results, using (6), gives the surface. The coefficients have been
linearly interpolated in the direction of position and valve seat
width. In Figs. 14 and 15, the evaluated valve seat width is
wsv = 8.25 mm and the inlet restriction hin = 6.25 mm.

Mesh convergence was checked for a specific case with a
flow rate of ±125 l/min and with the seat valve positioned in
z = 1.5 mm. The mesh was scaled until changes in the results,
∆p and Ff low, were less than 0.1h of the previous solution, rep-
resenting a truly converged solution. The results obtained with
the mesh used in the optimization are approximately 3 % from
the truly converged solution, considered sufficiently accurate for
optimization.

Inlet Height Restriction As a means of reducing the
necessary latching force the flow inlet height is added as a ge-
ometric variable. The idea is to set the valve inlet height as a
variable, allowing for designs where the valve seat is sheltered
behind the valve housing when fully opened.

In Fig. 12 the valve flow inlet height hin is restricted to 6 mm
which is slightly less compared to the inlet height on the valve in
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Fig. 3.12: The MMA prototype valve flow region in a sectional view (top, left), the parametrization
of the flow domain (top, right), and examples of the pressure distribution for a flow rate of 125
l/min (bottom, left) and -125 l/min (bottom, right). This figure is also published in Paper J.

stroke lengths relative to the side inlet height are in Paper J demonstrated
to reduce the axial flow forces acting to close the valve. This lowers the re-
quirements to the magnetic latching keeping the valve open and thereby also
lower the force requirements to the actuator4. As indicated in Figure 3.11,
the force characteristics of the moving magnet actuator design candidates are
position dependent (measured force characteristics are shown for the MMA
valve prototype in Figure 4.9 on page 80). Since the force generation is based
on the magnetic field(s) of the coil(s) repel or attract the moving magnet, the
stroke-length is limited, especially for topologies with only one coil. By incor-
porating the overall valve geometry, such as the stroke length and seat width,
parameters in the optimization loop, it is possible to optimize the described
design trade-off and others. Due to the typical non-linear force characteristics
of the MMA actuator design candidates, it is considered especially important
to include the overall valve design parameters in the optimization.

Additionally to flow induced fluid forces, movement induced fluid forces
are also included, again based on the results published in [74] (not indicated
in Fig. 3.11).

Furthermore, as shown in Table 3.2, a thermal model is used in the de-
rived topologies optimization phase. The temperature distribution is mapped
as a function of the heat dissipated in the coil using static axi-symmetric heat
flow FEA for a typical actuator design. This enables incorporating the tem-

4A similar mechanism was discussed in the Chapter 1 i.e. the "flow shield" of Figure 1.11 on
page 20.
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3.2. Moving Magnet Actuated Valve Optimization

perature dependence of the coil in the optimization loop as will be showed
in the following sub-section.

Derived Topology Optimization

For the derived topologies optimization phase two objectives are formulated:

O1 Minimize the valve closing time defined as the time from the closing
signal is given until the valve is closed.

O2 Maximize the average DDM efficiency over a wide range of displace-
ment ratios. A mean efficiency ηmean is obtained by integrating ηα of
Equation (2.9) (cf. page 36) over a range of displacement ratios α. The
electrical actuator powers are included in the machine losses.

By maximizing the DDM efficiency, both the flow losses and the electrical
losses are minimized indirectly. In order to evaluate the machine efficiency
at partial displacements, both a motoring and an idling cycle are simulated.

The switching time is sought minimized as a faster switching valve is as-
sociated with a higher repeatability (considering different operating speeds),
as discussed in Chapter 2. In addition to the objectives, a number of con-
straints are formulated to ensure feasible geometries and to ensure some
certain characteristics of the actuator and valve:

C1 The magnetic latching force must be larger than the flow force at the
maximum flow rate. A safety margin of 10 N was used to account for
model inaccuracies.

C2 In the opened (initial) position, the maximum actuator force must be
sufficient for ensuring a reasonable acceleration. The minimum force is
determined using Fmin = 2 · ztr ·m/t2

max where m is the mass and tmax
is set to 5 ms.

C3 The actuator must be capable of generating a closing force at all posi-
tions.

The derived actuator topologies are illustrated in Figure 3.13. The actuator
geometry is parametrized using four to six design variables (dependent on
the topology). For the derived topology optimization, the maximum number
of the design variables is 17, including design variables for controlling the
switching sequence.

Figure 3.14 illustrates how the objective function is evaluated. As can
be seen an inner loop is incorporated in the objective function evaluation
because the dissipated heat of the coil heat initially is unknown (or the tem-
perature could be estimated by other methods). The computation time of the
electro-magnetic FEA simulation is seen to be much more than for the MCA
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FIGURE 3. Axisymmetric view of initial topologies, actuator volume
only.

volume of actuator steel, which may reduce magnetic flux satu-
ration of the steel, and secondly to distribute the coil volume over
a larger volume of the valve to reduce the coil hot-spot tempera-
ture.

The initial topologies before optimization are shown in Fig.
3. Positive current yields downward acting force on the perma-
nent magnet which closes the valve. Positive current is defined
as moving into the paper where coils are marked with positive
signs in Fig. 3.

The materials used are, for the flux carrying material, ferro-
magnetic low carbon steel and for parts in which flux is unde-
sirable, austenitic stainless steel. The magnets used are grade 32
neodymium permanent magnets. To guide the magnetic flux to
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FIGURE 4. Axisymmetric view of derived topologies, actuator vol-
ume only.

be concentrated around the coil windings, variations of the 2coil
designs are constructed where undesirable flux paths are elimi-
nated by replacing the ferro-magnetic steel with austenitic steel,
as seen in topology d) and e) in Fig. 3. Furthermore, the ar-
mature that carries the permanent magnet and interfaces to the
annular seat valve is made of austenitic steel to avoid magnetic
short circuiting.

As explained later in Sec. RESULTS, the initial optimiza-
tion concludes that the 2coil design with an outward facing mag-
net offers the fastest closing time while consuming the least elec-
tric power (see Sec. RESULTS). Thus, the 2coil topology is used
as a basis for deriving additional sub-topologies.

Derived Topologies
In the derived topologies practical considerations are prior-

itized in order for the design to be durable and easily manufac-
tured and assembled. The 2coil design is expanded to include
a version where the coils are located externally i.e. separated
from the hydraulic oil. Since in DDM’s passive opening of the
high-pressure valve can be obtained by correct timing of the low-
pressure valve and vice versa, two monostable 1coil designs,
which are mainly capable of providing closing force, are also
investigated. One with internal and one with external coil wind-
ings. Sketches of these derived topologies before optimization
are shown in Fig. 4.

MODELING
A lumped parameter model is established in order to effec-

tively evaluate the valve armature motion dynamics and pres-
sure losses across the seat valve as well as the electrical actuator
power consumption. The model can be divided into sets of de-
pendent equations and an overall model block diagram of these
is shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 3.13: "Axisymmetric view of derived topologies, actuator volume only". This figure is also pub-
lished in Paper J.
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(similar to the approach in [3, page 16]):

η(α) = 1− αEloss,motoring +(1−α)Eloss,idling

αEin,motoring +(1−α)Ein,idling
(11)

where the motoring input energy, Ein, is the mechanical input and
the losses, Eloss, are hydraulic losses and actuator losses.

The average efficiency is computed as:

ηmean =
1

α2−α1

∫ α2

α1

η(α)dα (12)

The two objective functions used for the optimization of the
derived topologies are formulated as a minimization problem,
where Ts is the total time from valve excitation to closed valve:

fi,1 = ton− tclose = Ts fd,2 = (1−ηmean) (13)

Note that the time delay, from valve excitation to plunger move-
ment, is included in the optimization of the derived topologies.
This was done since, during DDM operation, the effective clos-
ing time is very dependent on the axial flow forces. Thus op-
timization results derived with effective closing time, would be
prone to mainly reflecting the level of flow forces occurring dur-
ing valve closing rather than the valve actuator performance it-
self.

Optimization Loop The steps of evaluating designs dur-
ing optimization is illustrated in Fig. 21.

A design vector is given by the GDE algorithm, which is
subjected to different constraints as the models are evaluated.
Some constraint violations, e.g. geometric constraints, require
exit of further model evaluation and artificial objective func-
tion values are in that case returned to the GDE algorithm. As

seen from the figure, the computation time is much dependent on
when the code is exited and the number of iterations needed for
the temperature calculations to converge. The computation times
are valid for utilizing a single core of a 2.5 GHz processor with a
FEMM mesh number of approximately 6000 nodes. The lumped
parameter Simulink model is built in ”accelerator mode” and thus
rebuilding is not needed when changing model parameters. The
objective function is parallel processed for faster computation.

The GDE algorithm was applied with a population size of
10 per design variable. It was found for the initial topology op-
timization that 300 generations were sufficient in order to obtain
convergence. For the derived topologies optimization, which in-
volved several more design variables, GDE3 [17] was used to
reduce computation time. The GDE3 tool, described in [13],
proves to be a powerful solver for similar tasks, and was used for
the optimization. Still, however, a total of 460-700 generations
where needed to obtain convergence, which for all topologies
was achieved in a total of nine days.

RESULTS
Initial topologies The initial topology optimization re-

sults are shown in Fig. 22. Suspendisse vitae elit. Aliquam arcu
neque, ornare in, ullamcorper quis, commodo eu, libero. Fusce
sagittis erat at erat tristique mollis. Maecenas sapien libero, mo-
lestie et, lobortis in, sodales eget, dui. Morbi ultrices rutrum
lorem. Nam elementum ullamcorper leo. Morbi dui. Aliquam
sagittis. Nunc placerat. Pellentesque tristique sodales est. Mae-
cenas imperdiet lacinia velit. Cras non urna. Morbi eros pede,
suscipit ac, varius vel, egestas non, eros. Praesent malesuada,
diam id pretium elementum, eros sem dictum tortor, vel con-
sectetuer odio sem sed wisi.

As seen from the figure, the 2coil-out-mag-S topology out-
performs the other topologies with respect to minimizing both
actuator power consumption and closing time. One reason for
this might be that for this topology the air gap reluctance is gen-
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Fig. 3.14: "Objective function evaluation flow chart".This figure is also published in Paper J.

problem. This is because much more FEA model evaluations are required
due to the non-linear force and flux characteristics.

The optimization results are shown in Figure 3.15. The results show that
the choice of topology does not influence the Pareto front solutions signifi-
cantly. The highest mean efficiencies for displacement ratios from 10 to 100%
are above 98.9 (note that only valve related and compression losses are con-
sidered). With all the described constraints satisfied, the preferred topology
may be chosen based on practical considerations. On this basis, the design
point highlighted in the figure is chosen amongst the 1coil-ext candidates, as
this design only has one coil which, in contrary to the MCA design, is outside
the pressure chamber.

Based on the highlighted design point, a prototype valve is designed,
manufactured and assembled as shown in Figure 3.16. Key-specifications
are given in Table 3.4. Low-carbon steel is again used for the actuator part
(upper part) and Impax supreme for the bottom valve part. The non-magnetic
material used for the separator ring (excluding the coil from the coil) and the
plunger is grade 5 titanium in order to obtain sufficient mechanical strength.
A single axially magnetized zink coated neodymium magnet is glued to the
plunger using adhesive. Compared against the MCA valve prototype, the
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3.2. Moving Magnet Actuated Valve OptimizationFIGURE 22. Initial topologies optimization results.

FIGURE 23. Derived topologies optimization results.

erally lower compared to the other topologies. This is the case
since the flux crossing the air gap does so at a relatively large
radius yielding a large area normal to the passing flux.

Derived Topologies The results of optimization of the
derived topologies are shown in figure 23. Note that the obtain-
able performance is almost unchanged regardless of the use of
pressure isolation separator rings. These do not change the air
gap reluctance, but only increase the flux path length in the high
permeability low carbon steel, and thus only increase the reluc-
tance marginally.

The performance of the derived topologies is generally very
alike and all topologies contain designs that yield mean cham-
ber efficiencies above 98.9%. The 1coil-ext topology, however,
is appealing due to its simplicity and externally wound coil and
thus, a design vector from this topology is selected and used in
the final design.

It is interesting to notice that in Fig. 23, the efficiency de-
cays with reduced closing time, which might seem counterintu-
itive. The designs that close fast rather than yield high efficiency,
do so by closing early, i.e. in a time frame where the assisting
axial flow forces are high due to a high flow rate. In this case, the
duration of flow conduction to the piston chamber is shortened,
leading to reduced average shaft power and hence reduced effi-
ciency. The output shaft power should be maximized, not only
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Torque

Decompression
Torque

Decompression

Pistion Position & Valve Positions:

Chamber Pressure & Valve Flows:

Torque & Ideal Torque:

Currents & Voltages:

Actuator- & Resulting Plunger Forces:

FIGURE 24. Singe chamber cycle test for a motoring- and idling
stroke.

to increase efficiency, but also to reduce the necessary number of
piston chambers for achieving a given DDM power rating.

The most efficient designs are to be found among those with
closing times between 2 and 2.4 ms. Designs with longer closing
times are not represented in Fig. 23, which indicates that these,
due to increased hydraulic losses during partly-closed-valve flow
conduction, lead to efficiencies inferior to the faster designs.

The selected final design is shown in Fig. 1 and the dy-
namic performance is given in Fig. 24, where it can be seen that
the torque output of the selected design closely resembles opti-
mum, τideal . As seen in the lowest plot of Fig. 24, the resulting
forces Fres,LP and Fres,HP approach the latching force constraint
described in Tab. 2, ensuring a surplus latching force at the max-
imum flow rate.

The selected design has a total of 60 windings with an indi-
vidual copper wire diameter of 0.84 mm which makes the current
reach the limit of 17.9 amperes in only 0.3 ms. The DDM param-
eters and conditions as well as final design valve performance
specifications are shown in Table 3.
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Fig. 3.15: "Derived topologies optimization results". This figure is also published in Paper J.
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Fig. 3.16: Manufactured MMA valve prototype (left) and sectional CAD-model view (right). This
figure is also published in Paper J.

MMA prototype consists of much fewer individual parts and is easier both
to manufacture and assemble. Key performance specifications are provided
for the MMA valve prototype in the following chapter.

Table 3.4: Key specifications of the MMA valve prototype.

Description Value
Valve dimensions 45 mm x 60 mm
Stroke length of actuator 3 mm
Effective shadow area 5.8 cm2

∆p @ nom. flow (125 L/min) ≈ 0.3 bar
Valve closing time 4-6 ms
Mass of moving member 26 g
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Chapter 4

Testing and Model Validation

The developed MCA and MMA prototype valves have been rigorously tested
to verify the simulated performance. Both stand-alone tests, and tests with
the valve prototypes installed in a custom built DD test rig have been car-
ried out. This chapter reviews some of the measurements obtained for the
prototype valves and compares measured results against corresponding sim-
ulations. First, attention is turned to stand alone testing of the MCA valve
prototype and validation of models. Then, experimental results from stan-
dalone tests are shown for the MMA valve prototype. Finally, results are
shown for both the MCA and MMA valve prototypes installed in the test rig.
This chapter is primarily based on Paper G, H, I & K.

4.1 MCA Valve Stand Alone Tests and Model Val-
idation

A series of stand-alone tests have been carried out to verify the simulated
valve performance. Measurements and comparison with corresponding sim-
ulations, of the following quantities are reviewed in this section:

A static radial flux density in the air gap,
B transient radial flux density in the air gap,
C static electro-magnetic actuator force as a function of current and plunger

position,
D voltage, current and position during switchings,
E valve pressure drop during flow,
F axial flow/pressure forces acting in the moving member during flow

conduction.
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Fig. 4.1: "Coupling between the electro-magnetic, electrical and mechanical subsystems that form
the whole valve switching model". This figure is also published in Paper I.

The mathematical models used for simulating the respective measurements
are briefly reviewed. For measurement A to D, the results are compared
against simulations obtained using the lumped actuator model described
in 3.1 and a more advanced and computationally expensive coupled time-
dependent electro-magnetic FEA model. As mentioned in relation with the
design procedure illustrated in Figure 3.1 on page 56, the coupled transient
FEA model is used in the design process to assess the accuracy of the lumped
models used in the optimization loop. The main couplings of the transient
FEA model are illustrated in Figure 4.1. Dynamic re-meshing is used to
facilitate moving the coil during simulations. The electrical circuit model
comprises a voltage source and a distributed field coil and a manual imple-
mentation of the back-emf term. The valve movement is modeled similarly
to (3.3) where the position dependent coefficients are implemented as lookup
tables.

For measurement E and F, the results are compared against simulations
using a steady-state axi-symmetric CFD model. See Paper G for details about
this model.

A The measured and simulated radial flux density in the air gap is shown
in Figure 4.2. The coherence of the measured and simulated results is high.
The simulated air gap flux density at 15 and -15 A is also included to show
the sensitivity to coil currents. At the fully opened position the average ra-
dial flux density change is 10% and -17%, respectively. Note that a negative
current corresponds to a closing force.

B The time-dependent air-gap flux density has been measured when sub-
jecting the coil to a voltage step of -30 V. This is repeated for a range of probe
positions giving the measured results in Figure 4.3. For this experiment,
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Fig. 4.2: Measured and simulated static air gap flux density.

the moving member is fixed for simplicity. In order to make room for the
flux probe, one permanent magnet has been modified by grinding a groove
making sufficient space for the probe. Due to the modification, the PM has
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Fig. 4.3: "Measured time-dependent air gap flux density when the coil is subjected to a voltage step". This
paper is also published in Paper I.

lost significant strength leading to the much lower observed radial flux den-
sity comparing against Figure 4.2. However, since the permeability of the
permanent magnets is close to that of air, the change in flux density is not
influenced significantly. The change in flux density is obtained by subtract-
ing the initial flux (for each position) from the measured map. The change in
flux density is shown in Figure 4.4 with corresponding simulations using the
transient FEA model. Comparing the measured and simulated results, the
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coupled transient model is observed to describe the time-dependent air-gap
flux density quite well.
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Fig. 4.4: "Measured time-dependent air gap flux density when the coil is subjected to a voltage step". This
paper is also published in Paper I.

C The steady-state electro-magnetic actuator force has been measured as a
function of current and position. The results are shown with correspond-
ing simulations in Figure 4.5. The measured and simulated results primarily
show good coherence, although at the extreme positions notable discrepancy
is present, especially at larger (absolute) currents, as indicated by the red ar-
rows. This occurs due to limitations of the test-setup, and the steep gradients
of the measured map do not represent the actual electro-magnetic force.

D The position, the coil voltage and the coil current is measured during
closing the valve. The experiment is performed with the valve situated in air
and with the valve completely submerged in hydraulic oil (at atmospheric
pressure) to assess the influence of the movement induced fluid forces. The
measured results, for a voltage step of approximately 40 and 50 V with corre-
sponding simulations using the coupled transient FEA model, are shown in
Figure 4.6. For simulation of the air-case, the movement- and flow-induced
fluid forces are set to zero.

The measured and simulated results show good coherence. For 50 V, the
valve is seen to close in approximately 1.7 and 2.6 ms for the air and oil case,
respectively. This shows that the movement induced fluid forces have signif-
icant influence and are important to accurately include in the model. For the
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air case after the valve is closed, the measured current waveforms are highly
irregular. This happens because of mechanical chattering in spring connec-
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tors used for the electrical interface. In oil, however, the spring connectors
function quite well without chattering.

E The flow versus pressure drop characteristics have been measured at dif-
ferent plunger positions using a differential pressure transducer. Figure 4.7
shows the measured results with corresponding simulations. For the fully
opened position (z = 2.5 mm), the measured pressure drop is +0.18/-0.48 bar
for flow rates of ± 120 l/min. For negative flow rates (in Paper G, positive
flow is defined as entering the bottom flow port, opposed to Figure 2.1 on 35),
the coherence is satisfying when considering the simplified representation of
the geometry used in the axi-symmetric models.
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Fig. 4.7: "Simulated and measured valve pressure drops as a function of flow rate for different plunger
positions". A slightly different version of this figure is also published in Paper G.

F The axial flow induced fluid forces acting to close the valve also been mea-
sured. The flow force was indirectly measured, by increasing the valve flow,
until the axial flow forces exceeds the opening spring force making the valve
close. By using different springs, and spacers for shortening the stroke of the
valve, different initial positions and spring forces can be realized. A total of
six flow force measurements have been obtained. The measured results are
shown in Figure 4.8 along with corresponding simulations. The resemblance
is considered satisfying considering the simplified valve geometry used for
the simulations.

4.2 MMA Valve Stand Alone Testing

As for the MCA valve, a series of experiments have been carried out to inves-
tigate the performance of the valve. This section reviews experimental results
for the following cases:
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using the Laminar and k-ε results respectively". A slightly different version of this figure is also
published in Paper G.

A static electro-magnetic actuator force as a function of current and plunger
position,

B voltage, current and position during switchings,
C valve pressure drop as a function of flow,

These results, and more, are also published in Paper K.

A As for the MCA valve, the steady-state electro-magnetic actuator force
is measured as a function of current and position. The results is shown in
Figure 4.9. Considering the force at zero current, a positive latching force
towards the opened position is observed for all positions. A current of ap-
proximately 6-8 A is needed to drive the force to zero. At the maximum
current tested (15 A) the actuator is capable of generating closing forces in
the range of 20 N to 53 N depending on the position. The largest forces
are present at the largest positions since the magnetic coupling between the
permanent magnet field and the coil field is better at larger positions. The
stroke length of the MMA valve is 3 mm, but as can be seen the maximum
recorded position is approximately 2.2 mm. Similarly as for the MCA steady-
state force measurement, the test-setup does not permit measuring the force
for the entire stroke.

B As for the MCA valve, the switching performance has been measured
with the valve in air and completely submerged in hydraulic oil. The mea-
sured results are shown in Figure 4.10. A current step of 18 A is supplied to
the coil using closed-loop current control. For the air case, the closing time
is observed to be 3.3 ms after the step is given. For the oil case, the closing
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Fig. 4.9: "Steady-state actuator force versus position and current. The red dots represent the measure-
ments; the grid is interpolated from these data points". This figure is also published in Paper K.

time increases to 5.2 ms due to the movement induced fluid forces. The delay,
defined as the time between the signal is given until movement is initiated is
for the air case approximately 1.1 ms and slightly more for the oil case due
to stiction effects and inertia of the oil. The consumed electrical energy at
the instants the moving member impact with the mechanical end-stop at the
closed position is 1.4 J and 1.9 J for the air and oil case respectively.

C The measured pressure drop as function of flow rate is shown in Figure
4.11 for two different plunger positions. At the fully opened position, the
measured pressure drop at -142 l/min is 0.11 bar and 0.31 bar at 108 l/min.
Comparing against the measured pressure drop of the MCA valve (cf. Figure
4.8), the pressure drop of the MMA valve is lower. This is primarily because
of the MMA stroke length being 3 mm, opposed to 2.5 mm for the MCA
valve.
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4.3. Test Rig for DD Operation Valve testing

Fig. 4.10: "Standalone test results. The dashed lines in the lower right sub-plot refers to the energy shown
on the right axis". This paper is also published in Paper K.
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Fig. 4.11: "Measured pressure drop vs. flow rate at two plunger positions". Note that the flow direction
of this figure is defined opposite of the results shown in Figure 4.8. This figure is also published
in Paper K.

4.3 Test Rig for DD Operation Valve testing

A test rig for testing the valves in DD operation has been designed and built.
The basis of the test rig is the Calzoni MR250 radial piston motor which has
been modified to facilitate DD operation for one of the five pistons. The
Calzoni machine was chosen since it has a relatively large displacement of
250 CC per revolution and can operate at relatively large speeds 800 RPM,
leading to peak valve flow rates of 125 l/min. Also, the Calzoni machine
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has high values of volumetric and mechanical efficiency as a consequence of
the mechanism for converting the rotation of the shaft to translation of the
pistons, i.e. internal piston support and a telescopic piston-cylinder mech-
anism [28]1. Figure 4.12 shows the modified radial piston machine with a
custom made valve block with prototype valves installed. The machine is
modified by blocking the connection from the piston to the port plate and by
making a connection though the piston head to the valve manifold situated
on top.

High pressure valve

Low pressure valve

Sliding 

surfaces

Piston chamber

Eccentric shaft

Piston chamber 

connection

Connection to port 

plate (blocked) Pressure transducer 

bore

Valve block

High and low 

pressure supply

Pressure transducer 

bores

Fig. 4.12: "CAD model showing the modified machine and the custom valve block equipped with the MCA
and MMA PT valves". This figure is also published in Paper H.

During tests, a permanent magnet synchronous machine is used for con-
trolling the revolution speed by means of a four-quadrant frequency con-

1Previous machines of AIP also use the telescopic piston/cylinder mechanism [17]. The 3.5
MW MHI motor of the 7MW digital hydrostatic drive-train uses a crank-slider mechanism [92].
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4.4. MCA and MMA valve in DD Operation

verter. The radial piston machine is fed from a hydraulic control block which
is supplied from a large variable displacement pump station. Figure 4.13
shows the test rig.

Permanent magnet synchronous 

electrical machine
Commercial 

(modified) radial 

piston machine
Control block

Power cabinet containing:

power supplies, valve 

drivers, control and data 

acquisition system

Frequency converter for 

controlling electrical machine

Custom valve block

Torque transducer

encoder

connections to 

external pump

Fig. 4.13: "Picture showing the test rig". This figure is also published in Paper H.

Figure 4.14 shows a simplified schematic of the hydraulic circuit. The hy-
draulic control block enables both motoring and pumping DD operation cy-
cles. For motoring, the pressure reducing valve (3) controls the pressure level,
the directional valve (2) is set opposite of drawn, the gate valve (5) is open
and the pressure relief valve (4) is closed (set point higher than set point of
the pressure reducing valve (3). For pumping operation, the directional valve
(2) is set as drawn, the gate valve (5) is closed, the pressure reducing (3) valve
controls the low pressure level and the pressure relief valve (4) is used to con-
trol the pumping pressure and dissipate the hydraulic power. Accumulators
are used to stabilize the pressure strings which are prone to oscillations due
to the nature of DD operation. During testing, the remaining 4 cylinders of
the machine are short circuited (accumulator also used here).

For more information about the test rig, see Paper H.

4.4 MCA and MMA valve in DD Operation

This section presents experimental results for DD motoring and pumping
cycles at RPM 800 and approximately 100 bar machine pressure span. During
the tests, the MCA valve was installed as LPV and the MMA valve installed
as HPV. Figure 4.15 and 4.16 show the measured results for motoring and
pumping, respectively. Table 4.1 summarizes key operation and performance
data for both cycles. For both operation cycles, the valves are demonstrated
capable of performing the necessary switching for obtaining the operation
cycles. For the motoring cycle, the valve closing angles were manually tuned
to maximize the machine power output (i.e. closing as late as possible). For
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Fig. 4.14: "CAD-drawing of valve manifold and simplified schematic of hydraulic layout used for both
pressure/flow tests and DD operation tests". This figure is also published in Paper H.

the pumping cycle, the valve switchings are carried out further away from
the dead centers to test valve switchings at larger flow rates.

Considering the motoring cycle, the pressurization and depressurization
is seen to occur close to the dead centers leading to valve switchings at the
smallest possible flow rate. Based on the current wave-form, the LPV is ob-
served to close in 3.1 ms. For the MMA closing time, the valve closing time is
not directly visible from the current waveform and instead the closing time
is estimated as the time from the closing signal is given until the pressuriza-
tion/depressurization initiate. Using this method, the MMA valve closing
time is 6.3 ms. The LPV opening time is, based on the generated back-emf
voltage, 3.1 ms. The MMA valve opening time is not directly interpretable
from the back-emf voltage and has therefore not been estimated. As observed
subsequent to the active closings, a small voltage is supplied, long enough
for the current to reach steady-state. This is used for resistance estimation
which is one of the parameter tracking schemes deployed in Paper F. For
the motoring cycle, the average electrical losses are calculated to be 44.5 W
and 36.8 W for the MCA and MMA valve respectively. The flow losses for
the valves cannot be directly determined from measurements since no flow
sensor and no differential pressure transducer are installed during DD oper-
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Fig. 4.15: "DDM motoring: experimental results at 800 RPM and 100 bar". This figure is also pub-
lished in Paper I.

ation. Instead, the flow losses during the motoring and pumping operation
cycles are estimated using:

Qest(θ) =
Vd
2

θ̇ sin(θ)

Eflow, loss(θ) =
∫

Qest(θ)∆pvalve(Qest(θ))dθ , (4.1)

where ∆pvalve is based on the measured flow vs. pressure characteristics in
the fully opened positions (cf. Figure 4.11) and θ is defined relative to the
TDC (as in Figure 2.1). Assuming the valve switchings are performed at the
dead centers, the MCA valve and MMA valve flow losses for a pumping cycle
is approximately 9.90 W and 4.30 W, respectively. For motoring cycles, the
flow losses are higher due to the direction dependent flow characteristics, and
are calculated to be 23.8 W and 16.7 W for the MCA and MMA respectively.
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For the pumping cycle, the pressurization and depressurization is ob-
served to be further away from the dead centers, especially the pressuriza-
tion. The LPV valve is, based on the current waveform, observed to close in
3.3 ms and the MMA valve is estimated to close in 5.7 ms. Comparing against
the motoring cycle, the MMA valve closes in 0.6 ms less. This corresponds
well with the valve being closed further away from the dead center, leading
to larger flow during switching, since the flow induced forces are assisting
the closing. Similarly, the opening time of the MCA valve is 2.2 ms, which is
0.9 ms faster than for the motoring case.
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Fig. 4.16: "DDM pumping: experimental results at 800 RPM and 100 bar.". This figure is also
published in Paper I.

Summary

A series of standalone tests for the MCA prototype valve was compared
against a coupled transient electromagnetic FEA model demonstrating the
model to be capable of simulating the actuator and valve switching perfor-
mance with high accuracy. The pressure drop and the axial flow force of
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4.4. MCA and MMA valve in DD Operation

the MCA valve were also experimentally determined and compared against
a axi-symmetric CFD model demonstrating a satisfying coherence taking. A
series of standalone test was also presented for the MCA valve to demon-
strate the valve and actuator characteristics. Finally, the valves have been
tested in DD operation showing both prototypes to be fully functional while
only inducing losses which constitutes approximately 1% of the transferred
power per valve.
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Table 4.1: Parameters, operating conditions and key figures for DD operation cycles. A similar
table is published in paper K.

DDM parameters

Piston stroke length 24.6 [mm]
Piston bore � 36 [mm]
Dead volume 62 [CC]
Displacement 50 [CC/rev]

DD Motoring cycle

Operating conditions
Supply pressure HP/LP ≈110 ≈10 [bar]
Shaft speed 800 [RPM]
Avg. mech. power 6.21 [kW]
Avg. torque output 74.2 [Nm]
MCA performance
Avg. actuator power 44.5 0.72%∗ [W]
Avg. flow loss ≈23.8 ≈0.38%∗ [W]
Close time 3.1 [ms]
Open time 3.3 [ms]
MMA performance
Avg. actuator power 36.8 0.59%∗ [W]
Avg. flow loss ≈16.7 ≈0.27%∗ [W]
Close time ≈6.3 [ms]
Open time - [ms]

DD pumping cycle

Operating conditions
Supply pressure HP/LP ≈110 ≈10 [bar]
Shaft speed 800 [RPM]
Avg. mech. power -6.23 [kW]
Avg. toque output -74.3 [Nm]
MCA performance
Avg. actuator power 44.7 0.72%∗ [W]
Avg. flow loss ≈9.90 ≈0.16%∗ [W]
Close time 3.3 [ms]
Open time 2.2 [ms]
MMA performance
Avg. actuator power 37.5 0.60%∗ [W]
Avg. flow loss ≈4.30 ≈0.07%∗ [W]
Close time ≈5.7 [ms]
Open time - [ms]

∗Relative to the average mechanical output
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Conclusion

This thesis is concerned with the design, optimization and testing of seat
valves for digital displacement machines (DDMs) operating with high piston
cycle frequencies. The electrically controlled valves are key components of
DDMs and strict requirements are set forth in terms of the switching time,
the electrical energy consumption of the valves and the pressure drop of the
valve. Based on a comparison of valve candidates it was established that
on-the-shelf components which fully satisfies the strict requirements do not
exist.

An analysis was carried out with the aim of determining general valve re-
quirements in terms of switching time and valve pressure drop. The starting
point of the analysis was based on valves being fully pressure compensated
and a relatively conservative switching strategy as done in [77]. Analysis of
the time-dependent flow losses revealed significant loses occurring during
the valve switchings and in this case the switching time should be below
approximately 5% of the revolution time and the valve pressure drop at the
peak flow rate should be below approximately 0.5% of the machine pressure
span (for 350 bar). The analysis was modified to consider seat/poppet valves
by including a pressure drop dependent term representing the flow forces
acting on the valve member. Furthermore, another switching strategy was
deployed leading to the valve switchings being performed as closely to the
dead centers as possible. With these modifications, the flow losses during
valve switching are much smaller leading to much less strict requirements
for the valve switching time for achieving high-efficient operation. For all full
stroke cases, the valve pressure drop should be below 0.5% of the machine
pressure span for achieving efficiencies of 99% and 96% at 100% and 20%
displacement, respectively. The valve requirements were also investigated
for partial displacement strokes. In this case, valve switchings are carried
out at much larger flow rates leading to increased losses and stricter require-
ments for the switching time and valve pressure drop, especially if not using
seat/poppet valves.
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A model based optimization method was proposed for deriving optimal
actuator/valve designs for DDMs. The fundamental idea of the method is to
use static FEA for evaluation of steady-state characteristics from which pa-
rameters are extracted to be used in a lumped model of a single DD chamber.
This enables accurately representing the influence of changes in the geom-
etry while also assessing the in-situ performance and losses. The method
was applied for developing a MCA and a MMA prototype valve which both
have been tested in DD operation, proven the optimization method capable
of deriving valve and actuator designs leading to high-efficient DD operation.

The prototype valves have been rigorously tested to verify the simulated
valve performance and to establish proof-of-concept for the proposed valve
concepts. The comparison showed that the models generally are predicting
the behavior with satisfying accuracy. The MCA valve has a typical switching
time of 3 ms, the MMA valve is slightly slower with a switching time ranging
between approximately 4-6 ms depending on the flow rate across the valve
during closing. The pressure drop was for the MCA valve measured to be
+0.18/-0.48 bar at 120 l/min, dependent on the direction of the flow. The
measured pressure drop of the MCA is +0.11/-0.31 bar at +142/-108 l/min.
Furthermore, a custom test-rig has been designed and built for testing proto-
type valves in DD operation. Currently, the maximum operating conditions
tested is 100 bar machine pressure difference and 800 RPM. Under these con-
ditions, both the MCA valve and the MMA valve were shown to be fully
functional with electrical losses in the region of 40 W corresponding to 0.7%
of the average machine power transfer. Further, based on measured flow vs.
pressure characteristics the valve flow losses during operation were estimated
to be 4-24 W, dependent on the valve and operation mode, corresponding to
0.07-0.38% of the average power. These losses are indeed considered suffi-
ciently low for high-efficient DDM operating at high-speeds. It should be
noted that the valves are designed for operating with 350 bar machine pres-
sure difference leading to an increase in the power by a factor of 3.5 and a
corresponding decrease of the relative valve and actuator losses as they are
close to independent of the machine pressure span.

Finally, methods for indirectly estimating the valve movement and actu-
ator parameters of the MCA based valves in DDMs have been proposed in
Paper E & F. The methods are based on measuring the coil actuator and cur-
rent. The methods have been tested using experimental data demonstrating
that the proposed methods are capable of estimating the valve movement
relatively accurate.
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Conclusion

Future Work

The prototype valves are still to be tested at higher pressures to ensure they
perform as expected. Also, long term testing of the valves in DD operation
is needed to determine and improve the reliability of the designs. Especially
the moving coil actuator still exhibit weak points prone to failure when sub-
jected to a large number of switching cycles.

Besides this, additional controllability and observability is to be built into
the test rig. An imminent objective is an on-line implementation of the distur-
bance based observer method with the proposed parameter tracking scheme
studied in Paper F. The estimated plunger movement is to be used for con-
trolling the velocity of the moving valve member during the closing of the
valve. The idea is to control the valve velocity so that the chamber displace-
ment rate at the instants of valve closing is zero, leading to zero valve flow
during closing. This results in very low flow switching losses and enhances
the repeatability of the valve closings since fluid-induced forces are reduced.
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